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The wealth of literary and architectural evidence for the study of early medieval Armenia stands in sharp contrast to the dearth of surviving metalwork. In a recent study of the decorative arts in Armenia between the fourth and seventh centuries, Jannic Durand and Ioanna Rapti noted that the excavations of the city of Dvin had revealed a rich and varied material culture but surprisingly had not contributed any new finds of precious metalwork. They rightly drew attention to a small golden cross found in the vicinity of Dvin in 1934, as well as a bronze oil lamp of unknown provenance and suggested that these had proximate dates. But they acknowledged that these both reflected forms and types found across the eastern Mediterranean and underlined that it was difficult to distinguish between local products and Byzantine imports.

This state of affairs now stands in need of revision. One previously unknown silver cross carved with a long inscription in Armenian characters has appeared; for the reasons given below, this will be entitled the Narses Cross. Two other pieces of liturgical silverware carrying Armenian inscriptions have also surfaced. These were discovered together in Divriği in 1969 but it has taken over four decades for their significance to be recognized. These will be titled the First and Second Divriği Crosses respectively. The first was published but unappreciated for its Armenian associations, the second was reported in passing but has remained unpublished. As shall be revealed below, their inscriptions confirm that these two pieces have a direct relationship to one another. This study contends that all three

1 J. Durand and I. Rapti, “Les arts somptuaires chrétiens en Arménie: Le plus anciens témoins,” in Armenia Sacra, ed. J. Durand, I. Rapti, and D. Giovannoni (Paris, 2007), 100. There are references in early medieval Armenian literature to both liturgical and nonliturgical vessels. By way of illustration, see Sebés, Patmut’iwn Sebési, ed. G. V. Abgaryan (Erevan, 1979), 91.21–24, which records that all the vessels of the church of St. Grigor in Dvin were transferred to the city of Karin/Theodosiopolis in 591. For nonliturgical vessels, see problem 18 of the seventh-century mathematical Problems and Solutions of Anania Širakac’i: Anania Širakac’i Matenagru’tyunê, ed. A. G. Abrahamyan (Erevan, 1944), 227,58–228.4; English translation and commentary by T. W. Greenwood, “A Reassessment of the Life and Mathematical Problems of Anania Širakac’i,” REArm 33 (2011): 131–86, at 164 and 170–72. This describes the melting down of a large silver container (apalarē) into several smaller pieces, including two unidentified vessels (both called a mesur), two goblets (both called a bažak), and two different types of plate (two skutes and one skawarık).

2 Ibid., 100–101; see also C. Metzger, “Croix” and “Lampe d’huile” in Durand, Rapti, and Giovannoni, Armenia Sacra, nos. 30 and 31.

3 The Narses Cross has been in private collections since before 1956. The following assessment of its design and manufacture, as well as the linguistic, palaeographic, and historical analysis of its inscription, attests its authenticity.

pieces were fashioned in the sixth or seventh centuries and that although the inscriptions on the First and Second Divriği Crosses were added subsequently, this had occurred at the latest by the middle of the ninth century. Most unexpectedly, a small corpus of early medieval Armenian silverware has emerged.

Given their unpublished or otherwise obscure character, each of the pieces will receive a full description, in terms of appearance, design and manufacture and as well as the transcription and translation of its Armenian inscription. The individual and collective significance of the three objects will also be considered.

The Narses Cross

*Design and Manufacture*

The Narses Cross (fig. 1) is a solid silver cross measuring 33.3 by 25.3 centimeters, slender in profile and weighing just 326 grams. Its arms are slightly flared, each concluding with two original spherical finials of the pomme type which were threaded onto the pointed ends and then soldered. The two lateral arms each bear two punched holes which would originally have carried chains for *pendilia*. A border of two engraved lines runs around the perimeter of the obverse. Unfortunately the original tang has broken off but the riveted plates which now clasp the base of the cross are positioned in such a way as to confirm such a tang once existed; a jagged edge remains, indicating that it was forcibly snapped off from the staff or base which originally held it. The reverse displays a simple two-line border incised around its perimeter but is otherwise undecorated (fig. 2). These aspects, however, are overshadowed by two dominant features. First, an impressive cabochon comprising an exceptionally large garnet in a gold setting has been mounted at the intersection of the arms.\(^5\) And second, a long inscription in Armenian characters extends around the perimeter of the obverse within the

\(^5\) The cabochon receives separate treatment and analysis in the appendix, pp. 147–57 below.
border. Each character was hollowed out and then filled with niello, a metallic alloy. The niello was ground down, smoothed and polished, leaving the inlay level with the surrounding surface. Much of the niello has been lost, leaving the excavated characters, but traces remain in six characters of the top arm, four characters of the left arm, eighteen characters of the right arm and one character of the bottom arm.

Several features of the Narses Cross support the contention that it was manufactured in the East Roman empire in late antiquity. It shares many of the characteristics displayed by other early Byzantine silver crosses from the Kaper Korason and related treasures published by Marlia Mango. Six of those crosses are solid silver and all of them have flared arms. It is also striking that the crosses depicted on chalices, patens, and spoons of the Hama treasure possess similarly flared arms, as do those on patens of the Stuma treasure and plaques of the Antioch treasure. Moreover, two of the patens from the Sion treasure are decorated with flared gilded crosses. Three of the crosses published by Mango have finials or serifs; one displays spherical finials, a second tear-shaped, and the third employs flat, circular serifs of the patté type. Spherical or tear-shaped finials also feature on several crosses depicted on other silverware. Four of the crosses published by Mango carry inscriptions running vertically and then horizontally within a simple single or double-line border and one of these is described as "the only known early Byzantine cross with a niello-inlaid inscription." The Narses Cross complements this example. Two of the crosses have four holes for pendilia while a third possesses two.

Conversely, the Narses Cross may be distinguished on several grounds from the well-known group of five silver middle Byzantine processional crosses published together by Evans—the Adrianople or Benaki Cross, the fragmentary Cleveland Cross, the Metropolitan Museum Cross (fig. 3), the Cluny

FIG. 3 Byzantine processional cross, ca. 1000–1050 CE, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, Rogers Fund 1993, acc. no. 1993.165 (photograph courtesy Metropolitan Museum of Art)

6 Mango, Silver from Early Byzantium, nos. 7 (The Walters Art Gallery, Baltimore, no. 57.632), 8 (Walters Art Gallery, no. 57.641), 65 (Dumbarton Oaks Byzantine Collection, BZ.1955.17), 67 (The Toledo Museum of Art, no. 51.48a), 68 (Walters Art Gallery, no. 57.1827) and 76 (Istanbul Archaeological Museum, no. 8051).

7 Hama Treasure: ibid., no. 3, a chalice (Walters Art Gallery, no. 57.616); nos. 4–6, patens (Walters Art Gallery, nos. 57.644, 57.617, and 57.643); and nos. 18–20, spoons (Walters Arts Gallery, nos. 57.641, 57.649 and 57.647); Stuma Treasure, nos. 36 and 39, patens (Istanbul Archaeological Museum, nos. 3761 and 3760); and Antioch Treasure, nos. 44–46, plaques (The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, nos. 50.5.1, 50.5.2, and 47.100.16).


9 Mango, Silver from Early Byzantium, nos. 8, 65, and 76.

10 Ibid., nos. 3, 60 (Cleveland Museum of Art, no. 50.381), and 64 (Abegg Stiftung, Bern, no. 8.36.61); see also Boyd, "Metropolitan Treasure," no. 22a and b, book covers (Dumbarton Oaks, BZ.1963.36.9–10) and figs. S22.1 and S22.5; and nos. 37–38, standing lamps (Dumbarton Oaks, BZ.1963.36.17 and BZ.1963.36.16) and figs. S37.1 and S38.1.

11 Ibid., nos. 7, 65, 67, and 76; no. 67 has the niello-inlaid inscription.

12 Four holes: ibid., nos. 7 and 8; two holes: no. 76.
Cross, and the Ortiz Cross in Geneva. They are, with one exception, of much greater size than the Narses Cross. They were all manufactured in the same way, with silver sheets that sheath an iron core, and so in contrast to the solid silver early Byzantine crosses discussed above. They carry elaborate decoration on the obverse, with a cross emanating from the central medallion at the intersection of the arms. The Benaki Cross presents a gilded cross outlined in niello while the other four employ finely wrought, gilded repoussé patterns to produce the cross-shaped decoration. In other words, all the middle Byzantine crosses display a cross within a cross on the obverse; this is not a feature of late antique crosses. Unlike the early medieval crosses, the middle Byzantine crosses do not have holes punched through their lateral arms for *pendilia*. Moreover the finials on three of them comprise hemispheres or hexadecagons fitted over and then riveted to the extremities of the arms. Again this is a different approach and artistic treatment to that encountered on early Byzantine silver crosses. In terms of its manufacture and design, therefore, the Narses Cross is closely related to the family of early Byzantine silver crosses fashioned inside the Empire and should be distinguished, on several grounds, from the group of middle Byzantine crosses.

**The Cabochon**

The Narses Cross presents a single red garnet set in a gold filigree collet mounting at the intersection of the arms. This has been analysed separately by Noël Adams and her findings are presented in the appended study. I shall therefore confine myself to two observations. First, its impressive size reflects the wealth and influence of the donor. Here is someone capable of obtaining a rare and precious jewel and presenting it on his terms through a specifically commissioned and inscribed piece of silverware. The prominence of the cabochon articulates a visual rhetoric of power. And second, it is striking that two stone crosses excavated at Dvin in Armenia and dated to the seventh century present highly decorated central medallions. A socket surrounded by a simple band dominates the center of the massive freestanding cross now on permanent display in the History Museum of Armenia (fig. 4). A band surrounds a rosette at the center of the second, a damaged cross which may once have been mounted on a stele. Evidently such centrally planned decoration was a feature of early medieval carved crosses in Dvin, even if the exact nature of that decoration cannot be determined.

---


14 History Museum of Armenia, Erevan, no. 3087.

15 Durand, Rapti, and Giovannoni, *Armenia Sacra*, no. 22 (History Museum of Armenia, Erevan, no. 1905–34). One of the horizontal arms has broken off and one of two stylized acanthus leaves sprouting from the base of the cross is also missing.
The Armenian Inscription

The visual regularity of the inscription, a single line of characters extending evenly around the perimeter of the obverse, is complemented by a simple linear layout. The inscription opens at the top left corner of the upper arm, moves right and then down the right-hand vertical of both the upper and lower arms to the bottom right hand corner of the lower arm—although the smooth transition to the lower arm is disrupted by the cabochon and the characters are displaced to the right—before extending along the bottom horizontal plane of the lower arm. The final two characters—\( \text{c'oh} \) and \( \text{ho} \) [b and 2]—are reduced in size and compressed, at a slight angle, into the space available.

The inscription then restarts with the top left corner of the upper arm and descends the left-hand vertical, again with displacement by the cabochon, to the left corner of the bottom arm. This completes the vertical axis. The inscription then resumes with the horizontal. It begins at the bottom corner of the left lateral arm, moving up and across the left and then right arms—although it is interrupted by the center—before moving down the vertical at the extremity of the right lateral arm. It then restarts with the bottom of the left lateral arm and moves along the lower horizontal, leaping the cabochon once more and concluding at the bottom corner of the right lateral arm. The inscription ends with an isolated character, \( \text{c'o} \) [Ց], situated above the final \( \text{sa} \) [Թ]. Its location suggests that the engraver ran out of space and was forced to compromise the linear and liminal qualities of the inscription. This contention is supported by the omission of what should have been the penultimate character, \( \text{ayb} \) [Ա], and a gradual reduction in the size of the characters across the lower horizontal of the right arm in comparison with those on the upper horizontal.

In summary, therefore, the inscription exploits the vertical axis before the horizontal. On both axes, it extends over three of the four sides in a continuous line before returning to the starting point to complete the fourth side. This might seem to be unduly complicated but such a layout assists legibility. If all the characters had faced inward, the lines of text on the lower horizontals of the lateral arms would be upside-down. Moreover while those on the right-hand vertical of the upper and lower arms do face inward, those on the left hand vertical face outward. In fact all of the lines of text are either on the correct axis or have been rotated 90° clockwise, requiring the viewer merely to tilt their head to the right to read the characters on the vertical axis. By contrast, the inscriptions running around the edges of later medieval Armenian bindings on Gospel manuscripts, both in silver and in leather, adopt an entirely different principle (fig. 5); the characters all face inward.\(^\text{16}\) These, however, were intended to be read by turning the binding in one’s hands. The layout of the inscription on the Narses Cross aids anyone reading it when the object was stationary; it would not have been possible to read it if the cross was moving.

Despite the apparently undifferentiated quality of the strings of Armenian characters around the perimeter, assistance is given to the viewer through

\(^{16}\) For further discussion of this binding, see ibid., no. 115 (Matenadaran 7690); Armenia Imprints of a Civilization, ed. G. Uluhogian, B. L. Zekiyan, and V. Karapetian (Milan, 2011), no. 40. For late seventeenth-century leather bindings, see D. Kouymjian, “Les reliures à inscriptions des manuscrits arméniens,” in Arménie: La magie de l’écrit, ed. C. Mutaian (Marseille, 2007), 236–47, especially 470–75.
the inclusion of two small crosses, one at the very start of the inscription in the top left corner of the upper arm—still partially inlaid with niello—and the other in the bottom corner of the left lateral arm. These indicate where to start on both the vertical and then horizontal axes. Intriguingly, the movement from the vertical to the horizontal does not correspond to, or represent, any clear break in the flow of the inscription, although the cross on the left lateral arm occurs at a point of transition from the primary to the secondary commemoration. One can start reading along the horizontal and pick up on its meaning straightaway.

The use of such crosses to indicate the starting point on circular inscriptions is very common. They are found on chalices and patens as well as censers, polykandela and standing lamps. It is much less common to find an inscription employing two such crosses. Although Greek inscriptions on lampstands and column shaft revetments occasionally employ two crosses, these inscriptions tend to comprise two or three lines. Multiple crosses are sometimes encountered in inscriptions divided between different surfaces of the same object. The inclusion of the two crosses on the two axes of the Narses Cross, together with the observation that each of the four lines ends with a complete word, indicates that the layout of the inscription was planned. Signs of compression, however, along the bottom horizontal plane of the lower arm and in the bottom of the right lateral arm, suggest that the execution of the engraving proved to be problematic, perhaps because the engraver was unfamiliar with Armenian characters. This contention shall be developed below.

Other than the pieces discussed in this study, there is no published medieval silverware inscribed with Armenian with which to make comparison, either in terms of layout or content. There is, however, a small corpus of Armenian inscriptions dating from the sixth and seventh centuries. Of these, six extend as single lines of text across the facades of the churches whose foundation they commemorate, including that at Bagaran (fig. 6). The decision to wrap these structures with their foundation inscriptions recalls the liminal character of the inscription on the Narses Cross; this is also a feature of the Second Divriği Cross, discussed below. The lapidary inscriptions identify those responsible for the foundation and invite intercession for them and their immediate families; the inscriptions on the three pieces of silverware do likewise, naming...
the sponsor and inviting intercession for him and others. This coincidence in terms of layout and content implies some relationship between these two groups of inscriptions. One might speculate that the direction of influence was from inscribed object to inscribed structure on the grounds of portability, rather than the other way around, but it is never going to be possible to prove this beyond reasonable doubt.

Transcription and Translation
The transcription follows the sequence of the layout described above. The two small crosses are identified using +. The disruption caused by the cabochon is marked with || and the transfer from one side to another is identified by /.

+ՍՈՒՐԲ Զ/ՓՐԿՉԱԿԱՆ ԶԽԱՉՍ ԱՐԱՐԻ / || Ի ՍՈՒՐԲ || ՍՏԵՓԱՆՈՍ Ի ԳԵԱՒՂԻ ՓԱՌԱԿԵՐՏ ԵՍ ԿՈՄՍ ՓԱ/Ռ ՆԵՐՍԵՀ / || ՄԵԿԱՒՈՐ ԵՒ ԱՐԺԱՆ ՎԱՍՆ || ԹՈՂՈՒ ||ԹԵԱՆ ՄԵԿԱՑ ԻՄՈՑ ԵՒ ՀԱՆԳՍՏԵԱՆ / ||ՀՈԳՈՈՑ / ՀԱՐՑ ԵՒ ՆԱԽՆԵԱՑ ՄԵՐՈ || Ց ԵՒ ՇԻՆՈՒԹԵԱՆ ԵՒ ԽԱՂԱՂ/ՈՒԹԵԱՆ / ՀԱՅՈՑ ՏԱՆՑ ԵՒ ԳԻՒՂԻՑ || ՄԵՐՈՑ ԵՒ ԱԶԳԻ ԽՈՐԽՈՌՈԻՆԵ<Ա>Ց / 

+ I Nerseh Koms p’ar sinful and unworthy made this holy redeeming cross for [the church of] Saint Step’anos in the village of P’arakert for the remission of my sins and for the repose + of the souls of our fathers and ancestors and for the prosperity and peace of Armenian houses and our villages and the family of Xorxo

Linguistic and Palaeographic Analysis
The inscription contains one variant form geawli rather than gelf for the genitive of gewl “village.” This noun declines in an irregular manner but this specific variation has not previously been noted. Otherwise the inscription’s lexicon and grammar is consistent with standard classical Armenian.

One phrase however is striking. The inscription connects the manufacture and donation of the Narses Cross with the spiritual health of the sponsor and his ancestors, vasn t’ol’t’ean melac imoc’ ew hangstean bogwoc’ harc’ ew naxnea’ meroc’, that is, “for the remission of my sins and for the repose of the souls of our fathers and ancestors.” The first sentiment, the remission of one’s sins, is found consistently in sixth
and seventh-century Armenian inscriptions. The Valan mosaic inscription in Jerusalem refers to *vasn t’olut’ean melaci*, “for the remission of sins,” while the foundation inscription at Alaman, dated to the mid-630s, refers to the church being built *vasn mer hov躬c*, “for our souls.” The second element, however, the repose or rest of the souls of one’s deceased relatives, is not found in other contemporary Armenian texts or inscriptions. It is implied in the tradition of the family tomb or mausoleum. The late ninth-century Armenian historian T’ovma Arcruni recorded how at the death of prince Derenik Arcruni in 887, his corpse was laid to rest with his fathers in the monastery of the Holy Cross in the district of Albag. Crucially this notion of rest or repose is found in numerous Greek inscriptions on early Byzantine silverware through the use of the term ἀναπαύσεως. Eight objects in Mango’s survey of early Byzantine silver and seven objects in the Sion Treasure carry inscriptions containing this phrase. Nevertheless, although the inclusion of this phrase aligns the inscription on the Narses Cross with contemporary inscriptions in Greek, it should be noted that the latter omit the word for soul. The Armenian inscription on the Narses Cross and early medieval lapidary Armenian inscriptions reveal a clear preference for retaining this word.

Given the dearth of securely dated Armenian manuscripts earlier than the ninth century, the opportunity for palaeographical comparison is limited once more to the corpus of lapidary and mosaic inscriptions referred to previously. Overall there is a significant proximity between the well-rounded, upright *erkatagir* uncial of the Narses Cross and the characters depicted in those inscriptions. Thus the *ayb* [Ա] found on the Narses Cross is composed of two vertical strokes joined at the base by a thin curved line, the right-hand vertical containing a pronounced loop and a tail extending to the right, at an angle. This form is a prominent feature of several Armenian mosaic inscriptions unearthed in Jerusalem, most notably the Musrara Bird mosaic (fig. 7). Conventionally, and on decorative and artistic rather than palaeographical grounds, this mosaic is dated to the sixth century. The *bo* [Բ] carved on the Narses Cross is formed by two lines, one carved at an angle of 45° from right to left, and then from left to right again at an angle of 135°, forming an equilateral angle, with a short vertical tag added to this lower line. Once more, very similar forms can be found in the Musrara mosaic.

Over time, the angle within this character changed, the vertical tag grew in length, and it became increasingly segmented, with a hook added to the top. None of these later features are found in the Narses Cross. And finally the *nev* [Ն] is formed in the Narses Cross inscription by two uprights of equal height, joined at the bottom by a curved line, with a tail extending to the right. This equality in height is an archaic form, again illustrated in the Musrara inscription.

Apart from these similarities, it is also clear that there are also unusual features in the letter forms employed on the Narses Cross. The *nu* [Ն] in particular displays great variation across the whole inscription. The character normally consists of a vertical upright, topped with a small bar to the left—which over time increasingly turned upward to form a hook—and at the bottom, a curved line, linked to a second, shorter upright. The first *nu* in the inscription—the eighth character down on the right-hand vertical of the upper arm—is slightly smaller than the surrounding characters and seems unduly compressed; the vertical upright is curved and gives the appearance

22 Ibid., 54–61.
23 Ibid., 59 and B.4.

of a ša [✂]. This is even more pronounced in the final nu encountered, immediately below the single raised character on the right lateral arm. With its bar extending to the right of the curved vertical upright, this also resembles a ša rather than a nu. Furthermore, the bar on the first nu on the left hand vertical of the upper arm, the eleventh character, extends to the left of the vertical upright but then turns down, an additional and wholly anomalous component. There is no obvious technical reason why the engraver should have had such difficulty in producing this character. If, however, the engraver did not know Armenian, and was working from a template which displayed a range of shapes for this character, he may not have realized that these characters were all supposed to be the same.

This contention, that the engraver did not know Armenian, is supported by the evident, if understandable, confusion between ini [Ի]—with its curved horizontal bar protruding half way down the vertical—and biwn [Ւ] which in the earliest inscriptions displays a straight horizontal bar half way down the vertical. Both forms are found in the Narses Cross but they are not used consistently. For example, the character on the right hand vertical of the upper arm immediately above the cabochon should be an ini but resembles a biwn; the tenth character on the left hand vertical of the lower arm should be an ini but again
looks like a **hiwn**. The engraver was capable of carving an **ini** correctly, as the fifth character on the upper horizontal of the right arm confirms. The eighth character on the left hand vertical of the upper arm also looks to be miscarved, the **et’**/]**b** overlying a character with a rounded aspect in its upper right-hand quadrant, possibly **yi**/]**θ** or **eo**/]**δ**. It seems highly likely that the engraver was not familiar with the Armenian character set.

In summary, there is no linguistic or palaeographical reason why this inscription should not date from late antiquity. Indeed there is a striking proximity between several of the letter forms found in this inscription and characters in the Armenian inscription labelling the sixth-century Musrara Bird Mosaic in Jerusalem.

**The Identity of the Sponsor**

The inscription reveals that the Cross was made, in the sense of being commissioned by a figure named Nerseh. According to Hrač’eay Ača‘ean, this name is not attested after the ninth century. This provides a very broad terminus ante quem of ca. 900.

Nerseh identifies himself in three ways. First, he titles himself **koms**, that is, **komes**, a title, originally Latin, associated in the East Roman Empire in the sixth and seventh centuries with a variety of civil and military offices, some of which were important, others less so. Nerseh does not specify exactly which office he held. In the sixth century, however, the majority of Armenians attracted into imperial service from outside the Empire enjoyed careers in the Byzantine army. Second, Nerseh defines himself as **p’ar**. Again the meaning of this word is not straightforward. One solution is to suggest that his name was not Nerseh but P’arnerseh. This is an extremely rare name in Armenian, and relying on Ača‘ean once more, only one individual with this name can be identified, a fourth-century Katholikos of Armenia. An alternative solution is to treat **p’ar** as an abbreviation of **p’arawor**, that is, glorious or illustrious, and perhaps therefore a calque on **gloriosus** or **gloriosissimus**, in Greek ἐνδοξότατος. Just as this honorific title was abbreviated to **glor** so it is possible that the Armenian calque was abbreviated to **p’ar**.

The use of **koms/komes**—and perhaps **p’ar/glor**—indicate that Nerseh thought of himself as belonging to, and having status within, the East Roman Empire. **Koms** has no meaning in a purely Armenian context.

By the sixth century, there was a considerable gulf in status between the single **komes sacrarum largitionum**, in charge of the imperial finances, and the many **komites rei militaris**, military officers in charge of army units; see ODB 1:484–86.

29 By the sixth century, there was a considerable gulf in status between the single **komes sacrarum largitionum**, in charge of the imperial finances, and the many **komites rei militaris**, military officers in charge of army units; see ODB 1:484–86.
Atat’s relationship to the second figure, T’êodos Xorxoûnî is unknown. T’êodos was a conspicuously loyal client of the East Roman Empire during the reign of Maurice’s successor, Phokas. He established a defensive position at Angl in the district of Calkot’n in 659, when Khusro II was campaigning in Armenia, and submitted to the Persians only after a fiercely fought battle. Although he was richly rewarded by Khusro II, according to Sebêos, he was later suspected of treachery and killed. The third figure, Vahan Xorxoûnî, comes from a later generation and once more his relationship to Atat and T’êodos remains obscure. Vahan emerges into the historical narrative from nowhere, as one implicated in the plot of Athalarikos against his father Heraclius in ca. 657 and sent into exile after its failure. Equally unexpectedly, we learn that he was rehabilitated under Constans II in 645/46. He then vanishes once more. It is also worth noting in passing that according to Sebêos, “the Xorxoûnî” attended upon Constans II in 652 when he advanced to Theodosiopolis. It is unclear whether this means one figure or stands for the family as a whole.

Members of the Xorxoûnî house therefore served in imperial armies during the reigns of Maurice, Phokas, and Constans II as well as participating in a coup against Heraclius. Tellingly, however, both Atat and T’êodos also served Sasanian Persia. The Xorxoûnî lands have traditionally been identified as located along the upper Aracani River, in the very center of historic Armenia, a strategically sensitive zone for both Rome and Persia in the last quarter of the sixth century and the first decades of the seventh century.

---


35 Thomson and Howard-Johnston, Sebeos, 334.

36 Sebêos 87,12–88,33; Açaîcan, Hayoc’ Anjnanunneri Ba’aran (n. 18 above), 1253: Atat 3.

Perhaps we should not be surprised at their political flexibility, as members of the family found themselves squeezed between the two great powers, trying to hold onto their lands by negotiating with one or other of them and sometimes, one suspects, both at the same time. This volatility was also expressed in ecclesiastical terms. In 607, the bishop of the Xorxo‘unik’, Mowsé, with four other bishops and nineteen abbots, came to terms with the head of the Armenian Church, the Katholikos Abraham, repudiating their obedience to the patriarch of Constantinople and being readmitted to the Armenian Church.3 Their decision to switch allegiance was prompted by the recent expulsion of Roman forces from Armenia, defeated and driven out by the Persians. These notices therefore all demonstrate Xorxo‘uni engagement with the East Roman Empire from the end of the sixth century, an engagement characterized by military service, as well as a Xorxo‘uni presence in central Armenia. Such a general context suits the commissioning of the Narses Cross but it should be reiterated that none of the surviving Armenian sources refer to a Nerséh Xorxo‘uni.

This being so, do the contemporary sources from within the East Roman Empire lend any assistance? A search for the Greek equivalent of Nersé, Narses, in PLRE reveals twelve individuals bearing that name. None of them are further identified as members of the Xorxo‘uni house, or indeed any other Armenian family. Consequently it is never going to be possible to equate the sponsor of the Narses Cross with any one of the twelve. Nevertheless one can make the case for identifying the sponsor with one of the following four figures.

The best-known of the twelve is Narsé 1 the eunuch, the loyal servant and later general of Justinian I who fought predominantly in Italy against the Goths and died in Rome in 573/74 at a very great age.4 He is described on an inscription in Rome dated to 565 as vir glorióssimus, which could be connected to the Armenian p’ar discussed above.5 On the other hand, there is no trace that he ever held an office incorporating the title komes. Admittedly we do not have full details of his career in imperial service and it is possible that he held such an office at some stage; almost a century ago Ernst Stein suggested that Narsé 1 held the office of komes sacrarum largitionum but this identification was doubted by John Bury and the latter’s view has prevailed.6

More promising, perhaps, is Narsé 2, who is described by Procopius as a Persarmenian, someone who originally came from that part of Armenia under Persian control.7 When Procopius was writing, the Xorxo‘uni lands were indeed in the Persian sector. Narsé 2 may have held the rank of komes rei militaris in Italy between 538 and 540 and then in the East in 543. He first came to the attention of the Romans in the late 520s, according to Procopius, when he fought with his brother Aratius against Belisarius and Sittas.8 Procopius also records that Narsé 2 was killed fighting the Persians at Anglon in 543.9 Coincidentally, or otherwise, some sixty years later, in 605 according to Sebéos, T’èodos Xorxo‘uni fought the Persians at the very same location, Angl/Anglon.10 Moreover this is close to the region traditionally identified as belonging to the Xorxo‘uni house. If we accept that the sponsor of the cross, Nerséh komes, a member of the Xorxo‘uni house, and Narsé 2, komes, killed at Anglon in 543, are one and the same person, it follows that the Narses Cross is likely to have been commissioned in the five years after Narsé 2 was appointed to the rank of komes in 538 and before his death in 543.

Against this attractive thesis, however, is the longstanding tradition that Narsé 2, along with his brothers Aratius (Armenian Hrahát) and Isaac (Armenian Sahak), were members of the Kamsarakan

45 CIL 4.1199: Narsé vir glorioissimus, ex praeposito . . . atque patricius.
48 Procopius, Wars, 1.12.21–22 and 1.15.31.
49 Procopius, Wars, 2.25.5–2.4.
50 Sebéos 109.3–110.4.
family, not the Xorxoırni. This depends principally on the existence in a previous generation of three Kamsarakan brothers bearing exactly the same names, Nerseh, Hrahat and Sahak. They fought loyally on the side of Vahan Mamikonian during his rebellion against the Persians in 483 CE; this episode was recorded in great detail some two decades after the events by the Armenian historian Lazar P’arpec’i in the third book of his History. Moreover it is telling that Lazar describes how the wives of Nerseh and Hrahat were seized during the fighting and imprisoned "in the strong fortress of Basean which is called Bolberd."52 Procopius comments that Isaac delivered the fortress of Bolum to the Romans when he switched sides in 530 and there seems little doubt that this is the same fortress.53 Bolum was situated close to Theodosiopolis, in the district of Basean, in what has usually been taken to be Kamsarakan territory. This evidence—the similarity in naming practices and the association with Bolberd/Bolum—strongly suggests that Narses 2 was indeed a Kamsarakan rather than a Xorxoırni. If so, he cannot have been the sponsor of the Narses Cross.

The third candidate is Narses 4, the favorite of Justin II who is credited with extensive building works in the city of Constantinople.54 An inscription records his role in restoring the outer Theodosian wall and refers to him as ἐνδοξότατος σπαθάριος and σακελλάριος.55 John of Ephesus records that one glorious Narses spatharius died in 581 while traveling on a diplomatic mission to the Avars and it seems almost certain that this is the same person.56 Narses 4 is therefore a figure with the right honorific title and with strong ties to, and connections within, Constantinople. Moreover Theophanes identifies him as cubicularius, and hence a eunuch; the possible significance of this will become apparent below.57 Frustratingly, however, he is not attested as komes.

The final figure is Narses 10, the commander of Constantina during the reign of Maurice who later served as the emperor’s bodyguard.58 He led the army which restored Khusro II to power in 591; this is known to have included significant numbers of Armenian soldiers.59 After the murder of Maurice in November 602, he led a rebellion against Phokas from the city of Edessa. The city was besieged and eventually fell in 604, following which he was captured and killed.60 Once again, Narses 10 is a figure with excellent imperial contacts, high office and a military career; he is not however recorded as either gloriosus or komes. On the other hand, he does feature in the History Attributed to Sebōs more prominently than one might have anticipated through notices reporting the actions of 591 and 602.61 The attention afforded within the text to three members of the Xorxoırni family was noted above. Narses 10 is not, however, identified as a member of the Xorxoırni family or indeed as Armenian, despite his name.

59 Theophylact 5.4.3 and 5.8.1–10.11 for the actions of Narses 10; Theophylact 4.8.9 and Sebōs 76.33–79.6 for the Armenian troops fighting on Khusro II’s side.
60 Sebōs 106.30–107.25 for his rebellion and death in Edessa. Theophanes also reports his rebellion AM 6095 (602/3): Theophanis Chronographia, 291; Mango and Scott, Chronicle of Theophanes, 419. However Theophanes notes that Narses then fled to Hierapolis and in 6097 (604/5) was induced by Domentziolos to go under safe conduct to Phokas, who then burned him alive: Theophanis Chronographia, 292–93; Mango and Scott, Chronicle of Theophanes, 420–21.
61 Sebōs 77.1–2, where he is described as Nersēs stratelat, a transliteration of the Greek.

52 Lazar P’arpec’i 146.30–1; Thomson, History of Lazar, §80.
53 Procopius, Wars, 1.15.12–33.
54 PLRE 930–31.
It seems very unlikely that it is ever going to be possible to prove that the sponsor of the Cross, Nerseh Xorşoḵuni, was one and the same as any of the figures called Narses outlined above. Setting the issue of identity to one side, however, there is another dimension to the Xorşoḵuni connection. If anyone were intending to fabricate a late antique silver cross with an Armenian inscription, in my view one would wish to associate it with a prominent Armenian family, either the Mamikoneankʿ or the Bagratunikʿ. One would not naturally select a little-known house such as the Xorşoḵuni. Quite apart from the manua facture, design, decoration, and the palaeography of the Armenian characters, all of which point to a late antique date, the unexpected connection with the Xorşoḵuni family supports the authenticity of the Narses Cross.

The Location of the Church

The inscription states that Nerseh commissioned the cross for a church dedicated to St. Stepʿanos (the protomartyr). By itself, this is not sufficient to identify the location. To give an impression of the saint’s popularity, there were at least twenty-six monasteries dedicated to Stepʿanos in the medieval period and this is without reckoning the individual churches and chapels which would have been dedicated to him as well.62 More promisingly the inscription also reveals that this church was in the village of Pʿaražnakert, literally “gloriously built.” There are three possible sites.

The first is the village of Pʿaražnakert, located in the district of Bolnopʿor in the northern region of Greater Armenia called Gugark.63 Although this is identical to that inscribed on the Narses Cross, it lies some three hundred fifty kilometers northeast from where the Xorşoḵuni lands have traditionally been located. Admittedly it is very unclear in what capacity princely houses held estates and where these were held. The usual picture, of a consolidated territory based on the possession of villages and estates within a district or districts, may be an oversimplification. If this was the location of the church, its distance from the Xorşoḵuni heartlands is surprising.

The second candidate is the village of Pʿaražnakert, located in the district of Nig, on the river Kasal in the historic region of Ayarat.64 This is further south than the previous site but still two hundred fifty kilometers from the Xorşoḵuni lands. This site is now submerged beneath the Aparan Reservoir. The third possible site is the village of Pʿaraṣot, located in the district of Maseacʿotn, northeast of the districts of Kogovit and Calkotn, again in the region of Ayarat.65 This site is closer still to the presumed Xorşoḵuni heartlands but still approximately eighty kilometers away. None of these can be positively identified as the location of the church with any degree of confidence. When set alongside the challenges of historical Armenian toponymy, it seems highly unlikely that the original destination of the Narses Cross will ever be established.

The Range of the Dedication

One of the surprising features of the inscription on the Narses Cross is the wide ambit of its invocation. Not only was the Cross given for the remission of the sins of the unworthy Nerseh; it was also given for the repose of his deceased relatives and for the peace and prosperity of three other groups who were very

62 M. Thierry, Répertoire des monastères armeniens (Turnhout, 1993), 135–36. The date and circumstances in which the majority of these monasteries were founded remain obscure.

63 The district of Bolnopʿor is included in the definition of the country of Vīkkʿ/Iberia preserved in the Long Recension of the Ašxarhaʿoycʿ, Ašxarhaʿoycʿ, ed. Soukry, 34.10; Hewsen, Geography (n. 42 above), 70 and n. 293. See Hewsen, Armenia, map 55, C5, for the location of Pʿaražnakert.

64 The district of Nig is included in the definition of the sixteen districts of the land of Ayarat preserved in the Long Recension of the Ašxarhaʿoycʿ, Ašxarhaʿoycʿ, ed. Soukry, 34.10; Hewsen, Geography (n. 42 above), 70 and n. 193. See Hewsen, Armenia, map 55, C5, for the location of Pʿaražnakert.

65 Maseacʿotn is identified in the Short Recension of the Ašxarhaʿoycʿ as one of the twenty districts found in Ayarat: “Siṟakaʿu Ašxarhaʿoycʿe,” 350.39; Hewsen, Geography, 70A and n. 181A; idem, Armenia, map 55, E5, for the location of Pʿaraṣot.

It is called Paracata in the Tabula Peutingeriana: K. Miller, Itineraria Romana: Römische Reisewege an der Hand der Tabula Peutingeriana (Stuttgart, 1916), Strecke 95, col. 677 and fig. 242. For a reproduction of the map, see idem, Die Peutingersche Tafel (Stuttgart, 1916), Segmentum XI.4; reproduced in Hewsen, Armenia, map 58 and its content reflected in map 59, including the location of Paracata at C5.
much alive, namely other Armenian princely houses, “our villages,” and other unspecified members of the Xorxoรณuni house. Let us examine each of these elements in turn.66

As we have seen above, making a pious donation in the expectation that this would assist the rest or repose of the souls of one’s fathers and ancestors is not otherwise found in early medieval Armenian literature or inscriptions although it is expressed in contemporary inscriptions in Greek. Instead one normally finds a donor remembering his immediate family, his wife and children. At T’alın for example, Nerses apobipat patrik, lord of Širak and Ašarunik’, “built this church in the name of the Holy Mother of God for the intercession of me and Šušan my wife and Hrahat our son.”67 If there is any pattern to be discerned—and the sample is too small to be confident—it seems to be that clerical founders did not invoke any wider benefit for their families or communities but that lay founders invariably did.68 This raises the intriguing possibility that Nerses Xorxoรณuni did not mention his wife or children because he was a eunuch and had neither.69 After all, two of the figures discussed above—Narses 1 and Narses 4—were eunuchs. Again this contention is incapable of proof. No less intriguing is the fact that the sponsor remembered his wider family fourth and last in his list, after other Armenian houses and his villages. If the sequence reflects the relative importance of the beneficiaries to the donor, one wonders why his wider family were apparently so distant.

Praying for the peace and prosperity of other Armenian houses is, to my knowledge, unique. Lay patrons were often concerned about the material and spiritual well-being of their immediate family members but gave no thought to rival princely families. Articulating concern for them may reflect awareness on the part of Nerses that all the noble houses of Armenia were experiencing turmoil at the time. Even if it did so, however, this does not help in establishing the date of manufacture, given the volatile political and social circumstances operating across the districts of Armenia throughout much of the second half of the sixth century, into the first half of the seventh and beyond. Greater Armenia was repeatedly a theater of engagement between Rome and Persia and later between Byzantine and Arab forces, so one could make the case for different decades with equal conviction.70 There is, however, one Armenian inscription which also contemplates a wider social range, although not in precisely the same terms. The sixth-century Mushara inscription in Jerusalem states that it was fashioned vani yištakı ew p’ยก’taan amenayn Ḥayoc’ zoroç’ zuans Tēr gitē, “in memory of and for the redemption of all Armenians whose names the Lord knows.”71 The final phrase in this inscription is found in Greek on two chalices in the Sion Treasure and once in Mango’s catalogue, which might suggest rarity but, as Ihor Ševčenko has observed, the phrase is “well known in Christian epigraphy, both western and eastern . . . on floor and wall mosaics, on a baptismal font and on objects” including censers and crosses; most of these seem to date from the fifth and sixth centuries.72 The phrase “all Armenians” was thought to be exceptional but now finds partial correspondence with the Narses Cross. Both inscriptions attest a contemporary awareness of Armenian identity albeit in slightly different ways. Nerses Xorxoรณuni extended the benefits of his donation to other noble Armenian families, constructing Armenian identity

66 It is possible to trace the association of the Cross with votive prayers in later medieval Armenian manuscripts. See, for example, the colophon in MSS.47, at fol. 72a, located at the foot of the Cross which is depicted with four equal, flared arms, set within a double circle, above a column on steps. The colophon reads “I beg [you] to remember the steeped-in-sin and least monk [krōnawor] Geōrg, the maker of this manuscript, and may Christ grant [you] delight, Amen.” For the full-page miniature, see T. A. Izmaĭlova, Armianskaia miniatiura “XI” veka (Moscow, 1979), fig. 19; for the colophon, see A. S. Mat’evosyan, Hayocer Jerğereti Hilataranen (Erevan, 1988), no. 55 (c), although he dates it to the ninth century.

67 Greenwood, “Corpus” (n. 21 above), A.12.

68 Ibid., 54–57, where this argument is developed.

69 If Nerses had been widowed, or his children had predeceased him, one might have expected them to be named in the first category, with the souls of his fathers and ancestors.

70 Conflict between Rome and Persia extended over the central districts of Armenia in the 540s, 570s and between 602 and 607. The period of good relations in the 590s on the other hand allowed them to act in concert and strip Armenia of its military resources, compelling its leading figures to campaign on distant frontiers.


72 Mango, Silver from Early Byzantium (n. 4 above), no. 74 (F. Alouf Collection, Beirut); Boyd, “Metropolitan’ Treasure” (n. 8 above), nos. 9 and 10. For a wider discussion of the formula, see I. Ševčenko, “The Sion Treasure: The Evidence of the Inscriptions,” in Boyd and Mango, Ecclesiastical Silver (n. 8 above), 42.
in terms of the elite. The Musrara mosaic however envisages that all the donors who contributed to its manufacture were Armenian; this is not an invocation for all Armenians anywhere in place or time but rather the language of self-effacement and anonymity. Intriguingly both the Narses Cross and the Musrara mosaic were conceived, commissioned, and manufactured in predominantly non-Armenian cultural contexts. This seems to reveal something about the manifestation of Armenian identity.

On the other hand, praying for village communities is not without precedent. The inscription at Mren (fig. 8), dated to the late 630s, concludes with an invocation for the princely family of Kamsarakan, the village of Mren, and a third and final group who cannot be identified because of the damaged state of the end of the inscription. In an earlier study, I suggested that the inscription had originally read [i barexaws]ut’ iwn, “for the intercession” of those listed; the uncertain reading was caused by separate damage to the middle of the inscription. On the basis of comparison with the reconstruction of the preceding two lines, however, and given the space available, it appears more likely that no more than six characters could fit the gap. Since the Narses Cross and the Second Divriği Cross, discussed below, both refer to šinut’ iwn, “prosperity” in relation to families and villages, it seems more likely that the Mren inscription too contained this expression, hence [i šin]ut’ iwn. The following is a corrected and revised reading and translation of this inscription.

[---] of the victorious king Heraclius, in the office of prince of the all-praiseworthy patrik, kouraplat, and sparapet [of Armenia] and Syria and in the office of bishop of the pious T’ēovp’ilos and in the office of tanutër of Nerseh, lord of [Širak] and Ašarunik’ this holy church was built [for the prosperity] of the Kamsarakank’ and Mren and all [---]

The third group of beneficiaries described in the Mren inscription remains unidentified. While the word begins amen[...] and has been read amen[ayn], “all,” or perhaps amen[ec’unc’], “everyone,” the meaning of this collective phrase is obscure.

74 The inscription is damaged in three places. Although it is impossible to determine with complete confidence how many characters have been lost at the start, in the middle and at the end of the inscription, the revised reconstruction depends upon three particular features of the inscription in its current state: the presence or absence of broken characters at the start or end of a block, the relationship of the blocks which carry the inscription with the

Let us return to the Narses Cross. Despite the sponsor’s service within the East Roman Empire, reflected in his title komes, the terms of his invocation shows that he had not forgotten where he had come from, either in terms of background or cultural tradition. His Xorxoruni family ties, viewed in terms of his ancestors and his living relatives, continued to hold meaning and significance. Indeed Nerseh’s decision to have the cross inscribed in Armenian rather than Greek characters and then donated to a village church somewhere in Armenia shows how his Armenian heritage was central to his sense of who he was.

Having considered the design and manufacture of the Narses Cross, together with its Armenian inscription, let us now turn to the two other pieces of silverware which carry Armenian inscriptions. Aside from their individual significance, these also serve to further contextualize the Narses Cross.

surrounding blocks, and the position of the window in the façade as a mid-point. Since the inscription is carved onto blocks of different sizes, the dimensions of each block cannot be used to determine the number of missing characters. Using the surrounding blocks as a guide, the missing opening block was of relatively small dimension and may have carried three or four characters only. The first line may have opened with a cross and then supplied the regnal year of Heraclius, hence [cult Η]. “[In the 2]th of the victorious king Heraclius . . .” This in turn suggests that only three or four characters are missing from the start of each line. Moving across, the final characters on the block before the window are all complete but those on the first block after the red geometric-patterned insert are broken. This suggests that the original inscription was interrupted by the aperture—an anticipated interruption—but that first block after the aperture was damaged by the insertion of the right-hand xai’kar and the fragment of geometric decoration. In this instance, the second line provides the best diagnostic. The compound adjective διαβαρία [. . .] qualifies bishop Tēovp’ilos. Since Heraclius and the anonymous patrikios and curopalates are both accorded one epithet each, one can assume that the bishop too had one epithet. Therefore the second line implies that only five or six characters are missing from the middle of the inscription. The characters at the end of the inscriptions are again partial, suggesting that part of this block, or a separate block, has been lost. The suggested readings for lines one and two indicate that no more than three or four characters have been lost.

The First Divriği Cross

Publication, Design, and Manufacture

According to Nezih Fratlı, the First Divriği Cross (fig. 9) was discovered in the course of excavations in Divriği (Tephrike) in 1969. It entered the Archaeological Museum in Istanbul in that year where it remains under accession number 8051. It was included in the “Anatolian Civilisations” exhibition in Istanbul in 1983 and illustrated in the catalogue. Three years later, Marlia Mango published this cross and its Armenian inscription under the heading of the “Çaginkom (? Treasure.” It was then republished by Erica Dodd in 1987 in her study “Three Early Byzantine Silver Crosses,” being described variously as the “Istanbul cross” and the “Armenian cross.” For reasons which are unclear, but which may be related to the titles of the published studies and the several names under which the cross has appeared, its discovery does not appear to have registered in modern Armenian scholarship. As recently as 2007, Jannic Durand was apparently unaware of its existence and only Serge Mouraviev has included it in his recent study. For our purposes, this cross shall be known as the First Divriği Cross.

It measures 58 by 32.2 centimeters. It has flared arms, each ending with two flattened disk-shaped serifs of the patté type. The two lateral arms have each been pierced with a hole in the lower border halfway along through which chains for pendilia have been hung. The chain on the left arm now consists of six links but the chain on the right hand arm comprises eleven links, from which a silver pendillum in the shape of an omega is attached. This is engraved with a single line around its perimeter and around the two irregular ovals cut to form the character. The other chain would have carried an alpha.

75 Fratlı, “Some Recent Acquisitions” (n. 4 above), 197, no. 2 and fig. 14.
77 Mango, Silver from Early Byzantium (n. 4 above), no. 76.
78 Dodd, “Three Early Byzantine Silver Crosses” (n. 4 above), 165, 167 and 169, where it is titled the Istanbul cross, and 177–79 and figs. 1–5, where it is styled Armenian cross.
79 Durand, “Reliquaires et orfèvrerie liturgique,” 199, in Durand et al., Armenia Sacra (n. 1 above); Mouraviev, Erkataguir (n. 26 above), no. 13.
A simple engraved border extends around the perimeter of the obverse, comprising one narrow and one broadly gouged line. The cross retains its original tang, which shows no sign of repair. Its four stamps confirm that it was manufactured between 527 and 547. The tang has a single hole, beneath which, toward the tip of the tang on the reverse, the accession number 8051 has been written in dark ink.

Within the border on the obverse is an incised, single-stroke Armenian inscription, transcribed, translated, and discussed below. The reverse (fig. 10) is decorated with the same engraved border. It also possesses five medallions, four engraved at the extremities of the arms and one at their intersection. Each medallion contains a nimbed bust: Christ is at the top, with a cruciform nimbus, holding a book in his left hand. The Virgin is located at the intersection, with a cross on her headdress. She is flanked on either side by two angels, both facing the Virgin. At the foot of the cross is another nimbed bust, similar to the Virgin except that her headdress lacks a cross. The identity of this female

Fig. 9 The First Divriği Cross, front (photograph by Yanni Petsopoulos)

Fig. 10 The First Divriği Cross, back (photograph by Yanni Petsopoulos)

Mango, Silver from Early Byzantium, no. 76 and 249, following E. C. Dodd, Byzantine Silver Stamps, DOS 7 (Washington, DC, 1961), 14; eadem, “Three Early Byzantine Silver Crosses,” 166 and n. 8.
figure is unknown. Significant traces of gilding remain on each of the medallions and along the border of the reverse; it may once have extended onto the serifs as well but no trace remains.

Straightaway, this cross presents a challenge. Judging from the arrangement of the surviving pendiliûn, the Armenian inscription was on the obverse, that is, the outward, public face. Yet the careful engraving and gilding of the five medallions and their border suggests that this face was, at some stage, the obverse. Two solutions present themselves. It is possible that the pendilia have been switched at some point, reorienting the faces of the cross, although Dodd noted that the chains appeared to be in their original positions. In the alternative, she argued that the cross was intended to be carried in procession, with the omega hanging from the right lateral arm from the perspective of those in the procession, and the engraved figures in the medallions leading the procession on the obverse. But as Dodd then observes, this would lead to further complications when the cross was stationary; for the pendilia to retain meaning, the inscription would need to face the front. In my view, there is some damage to the first links on both arms but it is impossible to determine whether this is merely wear or deliberate tampering. Fortunately the inscription itself permits a solution and it is to this that we now turn.

Transcription and Translation

The inscription extends in a single line of characters down the vertical axis from top to bottom and then along the horizontal axis from left to right. The priority afforded to the vertical axis is shown by the inclusion of a cross at the start and by the character at the intersection of the arms, a tiwn [S], which belongs to the vertical sequence and so interrupts the horizontal sequence. The disruption to the latter is marked in the transcription with || and the transfer from one axis to the other by /.

+ ՍԸՐԲՈՅ ԳԵՈՐ || ԳԻ ՃԱԳԻՆ ԿՈՄ /

+ In thanksgiving Čagin Kom offers [this cross] to his intercessor Saint George

81 Dodd, “Three Early Byzantine Silver Crosses,” 169.


83 The Mren inscription, see above. For the Aruč and Uxtaytur inscriptions, see Greenwood, “Corpus,” A.11 and A14; and Stone, Kouymjian, and Lehmann, Album of Armenian Paleography, inscriptions 3 and 4, pp. 114–15.


Palaeographic and Linguistic Analysis

From a palaeographical perspective, this inscription is consistent with an early medieval date. Dickran Kouymjian noted that the form of the ayb [U] was very similar to those found on the late fifth-century inscription at Tekor, now destroyed, the Musrara Bird Mosaic inscription in Jerusalem, and the singular Armeno-Greek papyrus. The aybs on the First Divriği Cross all display a pronounced loop in the right vertical stroke and a tail extending to the right, at an angle. This form is also found in the mid-seventh century inscriptions at Mren and Aruč; it is not however reflected in the Uxtaytur inscription from T’alin dated 783/84 CE, whose aybs comprise two vertical strokes without any loop. The view [V] on the First Divriği Cross is formed by two uprights of equal height, joined at the bottom by a curved line, with a tail extending to the right. This equality in height is an archaic form, illustrated in both the Musrara inscription and the Narses Cross above. The simplicity of the free-flowing gim [G] on both the First Divriği Cross and the Musrara inscription is evident. The nu [N] displays a consistency of form not found on the Narses Cross, comprising an upright vertical stroke topped with a flat bar extending to the left and a curved line joining the bottom of the vertical to another much shorter upright. Again this corresponds to those found on the Musrara inscription and the Šušannan, Valan, and Eustathius mosaics in Jerusalem as well. The First Divriği Cross displays no confusion between ini [H] and hiwn [H], as was observed on the Narses Cross discussed above. On the other hand, the loop of the final ayb in the inscription, the fourth character to the right of the intersection, is not completely closed, which suggests that the engraver may not have...
appreciated that he was carving the same character as previously. This is the only instance of apparent uncertainty in letter form. Nezih Firatlı believed that the inscription was much later but Dickran Kouymjian preferred a pre-Arab conquest dating, proposing that it was probably from the same period as the silver stamps. 88 We shall return to this below.

The linguistic analysis has proved to be more problematic. The notion of expressing gratitude by offering or dedicating an ecclesiastical item was expressed in contemporary Greek inscriptions on early Byzantine silverware. 86 A chalice from Phela, dated to the sixth or seventh centuries, employs the equivalent phrase εὐχαριστῶν, “in thanksgiving.” 87 The full meaning of the inscription, however, has proved elusive due to the sequence of characters at the end of the inscription. What does Čagin Kom stand for? Dodd reproduced ČAGINKOM in her translation but otherwise avoided discussing its meaning, beyond recording the responses of Nezih Firatlı, Marlia Mango and Robert Thomson in a footnote. 88 Mango suggested that within these words lay the name of a village called Čag, Čagin, or Čaginkom, with kom representing κώμη, “village.” 89 This solution identified the village in which the church of St. George was located but had the disadvantage of leaving the donor strangely anonymous, undermining the very purpose of the inscription. Furthermore, as Thomson noted in the course of private correspondence with Dodd, “why a Greek word in a purely Armenian inscription?”

Following the discovery of the Narses Cross, it is now possible to advance a different solution. The donor of the First Divriği Cross was an individual called Čagin who held the rank of kom, an abbreviation of komes, the same title employed by Nerseh Xorxo in his dedicatory inscription. As discussed below, the same figure was also responsible for the donation of the Second Divriği Cross to a church dedicated to St. George but he is identified on that piece without reference to his office of komes; this allows Čagin and kom to be detached from one another. Čagin was therefore the name of an individual who held the rank of komes, indicating his service in the imperial forces as a middle-ranking military officer. Sigillographic analysis confirms that komes could be represented as kom. Of the thirty-five Byzantine seals at Dumbarton Oaks and in the Fogg Museum of Art dated between the sixth and ninth centuries carrying the title komes, ten employ precisely the same abbreviation, kom. 90 Čagin is not an Armenian name or any known variant of an Armenian name. It is extremely rare to find any Armenian names beginning čē [ać]. As the inscription on the Second Divriği Cross reveals, however, this individual’s name generated a series of different spellings in Armenian and in Greek, to the extent that one can only conclude that it was a non-Armenian name, represented variously and imperfectly in Armenian and Greek characters.

One further aspect merits comment at this stage. As noted above, the First Divriği Cross is decorated with the busts of five figures, including an unknown female figure, but lacks any image of, or connection with, St. George. This only emerges through the inscription. There is therefore a significant gap between the content of the inscription and the visual representations on the object. While the assay marks on the tang confirm that this piece of silverware was manufactured and decorated in the reign of Justinian, arguably it was rededicated at some later date to St. George at the instruction of Čagin; the inscription confirms that he offered the cross to St. George, not that he made it, as the Narses Cross asserts. The present state of the First Divriği Cross is therefore the product of a two-stage process: its original manufacture and decoration with five gilded medallions on the

85 Firatlı, “Some Recent Acquisitions” (n. 4 above), 197, no. 2; Kouymjian, “History of Armenian Paleography,” n. 230.
86 Ševčenko, “Sion Treasure” (n. 72 above), 42 and n. 27–29, where all the known examples were cited. Ševčenko did not however include the Armenian evidence from the First Divriği Cross.
87 Mango, Silver from Early Byzantium (n. 4 above), no. 61.
88 Dodd, “Three Early Byzantine Silver Crosses” (n. 4 above), 166 and n. 7.
89 Mango, Silver from Early Byzantium, no. 76.
obverse and a second, subsequent rededication to St. George at the behest of Çağın, in the course of which the pendilia were switched and the blank reverse, now bearing the inscription, became the obverse. This proposition resolves the complicated relationship between the decorative medallions, the inscription, and the pendilia. In terms of when the inscription was added, it should be noted that from a palaeographical perspective, there is nothing which prevents it from having a sixth or seventh-century date. However in order to consider this issue fully, we must turn to the Second Divriği Cross.

The Second Divriği Cross

Publication, Design, and Manufacture

In his report of the finds at Divriği, Nezih Fıratlı refers in passing to the discovery of a second piece of silverware which he called a “compound cross.” Cyril Mango reported that this comprised five small crosses attached to each other, with a long Armenian inscription on one side and a Greek monogram on the reverse. His brief but tantalizing description features in the publications of both Marlia Mango and Erica Dodd. The object however has remained unpublished until now. It is preserved in the Archaeology Museum in Istanbul under accession number 8052, written in small red numbers on the tang between the hole and the shell clasp.

The Second Divriği Cross (fig. 11) measures 68 by 43.5 centimeters and weighs 1240 grams. It is made up of five crosses, a central cross with flaring arms, each of which is attached to one arm of four slightly larger crosses. The four outer crosses are arranged around the central cross so as to frame, or enclose, it. They remain independent of one another. Each of the arms attached to the central cross is smaller in comparison with the other three arms. Quite apart from the similarities in shape, this feature confirms that this piece was designed; it is not composed of five individual crosses collected and fitted together subsequently. All five crosses appear to have been cut from a sheet of hammered metal; there is a double-step design at the intersection of each arm with the central cross, including the central cross, which suggests they were cut by the same person. It seems unlikely that all five crosses were cut conjoined; rather they were prepared individually and then reforged into a single piece by the silversmith. The three unattached arms of the four outer crosses all end with two original spherical finials of the pommé type. Three of the outer crosses have

91 Fıratlı, “Some Recent Acquisitions” (n. 4 above), 197, no. 2.
92 Mango, Silver from Early Byzantium, no. 76; Dodd, “Three Early Byzantine Silver Crosses,” 165 and n. 1 (both n. 4 above).
93 This arrangement of crosses may be compared with a full-page illumination in a tenth-century Armenian Gospels. Walters Ms W.537 was completed in 415 of the Armenian era [30 March 966 – 29 March 967] by the unworthy priest Sargis at the command and expense of the priest T’oros. At fol. 3r, the manuscript contains a full-page miniature comprising the outline of a cross beneath which the donor is sheltering. The center of this cross contains a cross within a circular blue frame. Three attached rondels extend above and below this central medallion while two stretch on either side. See http://thedigitalwalters.org/Data/
six finials; the fourth only has four because one of its arms has broken off, leaving a short stump. When this damage occurred will be discussed below. An unstamped tang is attached to the lower cross. It is rectangular in shape, concluding with a square rather than a pointed end, and pierced with a single hole. The tang was soldered to the cross and two strengthening clasps were attached, each taking the form of a shell. A similar shell shape forms part of the architectural relief decoration on the Riha paten, dated by Dodd to 577 on the basis of its stamps, while the plaque from the Ma’aret en-Noman treasure depicts a cockleshell.94

The obverse of the central cross is undecorated. Extending counterclockwise around the perimeter of the four outer crosses is an engraved single-stroke Armenian inscription. Using the tang to indicate the bottom of the piece, the inscription appears to start in the lower arm of the right hand cross; the presence of a small cross inscribed above the first two characters marks its opening (fig. 12). Unlike the Narses Cross, all the characters face inward, making it impossible to read without rotation. Directly above the tang, at the intersection of the arms of the lower cross, a single-line Latin cross has been engraved, with small triangles at all four extremities (fig. 13). The reverse (fig. 14) is decorated with a single line border. The surface of

94 Riha Paten: Mango, Silver from Early Byzantium, no. 35 (Dumbarton Oaks, BZ.1924.5); Dodd, Byzantine Silver Stamps, no. 20. Ma’aret en-Noman plaque: Mango, Silver from Early Byzantium, no. 71 (Musée du Louvre, Département des Antiquités Grecques et Romaines, no. Bj 2180).
the intersection of the arms of the central cross on the reverse is discolored and disturbed. It is possible that this has been caused by corrosion but a more probable cause would seem to be solder residue. In other words, there was, at some stage, something soldered to this prominent location which later became detached and has been lost.

One final feature of the reverse merits comment. At the intersection of the arms of the lower cross, directly above the tang, a single cruciform Greek monogram has been engraved (fig. 15). This is not an imperial stamp or mint mark, nor an imitation or adaption of one. Instead, as discussed below, it represents the personal name of the donor. It therefore corresponds most closely to the cruciform non-invocative Greek monograms found on seals and capitals from the first half of the sixth century and used until the tenth century. Uniquely, however, this monogram takes the form of a Latin cross, with an extended lower arm. It is placed to match the position of the single-line Latin cross on the other side. By virtue of their respective locations, the Greek monogram and the Armenian inscription are directly related to one another. Let us now turn to consider their content.

The Armenian Inscription

As noted above, the Armenian inscription extends around the outer perimeter of all four crosses. The transcription below identifies the transfer from one cross to another with /. An elevated small cross, with short perpendicular bars at each extremity, is positioned between the first two characters on the bottom arm of the right-hand outer cross (fig. 12). This is represented in the transcription with a superscript +. This appears to signify the start of the inscription. If this is correct, the inscription concludes on the right-hand arm of the cross bearing the tang. This is marked by a second, smaller cross, again elevated but lacking bars, inserted between the final two characters, again represented in the transcription using + in superscript (fig. 13). While the use of a cross to indicate the start of an inscription has been noted previously, this is the first instance of it marking the conclusion. If one accepts this reading, the final part of the inscription around the cross bearing the tang is interrupted by the engraved single-line Latin cross. This third cross is represented in line 4 of the transcription below with +.

There is however an alternative reading. The two small elevated crosses are placed above the standard Armenian abbreviations for “God” and “Lord.” It is possible that their use should be associated with the content as much as the layout. If this is the case, the inscription opens on the right arm of the cross bearing the tang with a short doxology glorifying the Lord and concludes on the left arm with its dedication to the church. According to this interpretation, the engraved single-line Latin cross with the triangles would therefore identify the opening and closing of the inscription. Both readings are possible.

One further aspect to the layout of the inscription merits attention. It is not interrupted by the damage to the left-hand arm of the left-hand outer cross. The men [()] ofSTRU, “my,” is split into two (fig. 16), the left hand vertical appearing before the break and the right hand vertical, together with the horizontal bar extending to the right, occurring after it; this is represented in the transcription below with ||. In my view, it is highly improbable that two separate characters could be damaged in such a way that the surviving elements nevertheless combine to form a single

---

95 See Dodd, Byzantine Silver Stamps (n. 80 above) and in particular, Dodd’s discussion of “Irregular Silver” in her study “The Location of Silver Stamping: Evidence from Newly Discovered Stamps,” in Boyd and Mango, Ecclesiastical Silver (n. 8 above), 217–24, at 220–22.

recognizable character. Moreover the meaning of the inscription is not compromised by the damage; indeed it is very difficult to envisage what could be inserted into the gap. Thus one must conclude that the inscription was engraved after the damage rather than at the time of original manufacture. In any case, it seems highly unlikely that any donor would have been content presenting a new but damaged cross. Therefore it appears that both Divriği Crosses were engraved with Armenian inscriptions at some point after their manufacture, when they were reused and rededicated. As we shall see, this is not the only point of coincidence between them.

Transcription and Translation

+ O God you who have raised me Čangin from the dungheap and have made me Tërksënëvi joy and for the repentance of my sins I have built [the church of] Saint George and I have made this cross of the Lord for my soul and the prosperity of this village and I have given to [the church of] Saint George + Glory to you, O Lord +

Palaeographic and Linguistic Analysis

The representation of the ayb [Ա], vew [Վ], gim [Գ] and nu [Ն] on the Second Divriği Cross all correspond closely to the same characters on the Narses Cross, the First Divriği Cross, and the Musrara Bird Mosaic in Jerusalem as well as the inscriptions at Mren and Aruč. Moreover the inscription on the Second Divriği Cross displays no confusion between ini [Ի] and hiwn [Յ] or between yi [Յ] and č'o [Ց]. From a palaeographic perspective, therefore, once again there is nothing to prevent this inscription from having a sixth- or seventh-century date. Again there is distance between the form of the ayb on the Second Divriği Cross and that found in the later eighth-century Uxtaytur inscription at T’alin which lacks any loop. They may also be distinguished in their respective forms of the č'o [Ց]. In the Second Divriği Cross, this comprises two uprights of equal height, the right vertical having a loop at its base, as the line loops inside, crosses back over the vertical and then extends to the right. Although this equality of height is found in the earlier inscriptions, within the Uxtaytur inscription the right vertical has been shortened, resulting in the left vertical becoming the single leg and the loop on the right vertical being elevated.

Two other unusual forms present themselves in the Second Divriği Cross, both of which appear to be archaic. The ğē [Ջ] comprises a longer upright and a narrower loop than is typical; moreover it lacks any extension to the left of the upright. Unfortunately this is a rarely used character and there is no comparable

97 This vivid phrase is based on Hannah’s prayer in 1 Samuel 2:8. “[The Lord] raises [կանգնէ] the poor from the earth and lifts the needy from the dungheap [յաղբեւաց].” This implies a humble background.

98 For the Uxtaytur inscription, see Greenwood, “Corpus,” A14; and Stone, Kouymjian, and Lehmann, Album of Armenian Paleography, inscription 4, p. 115.
example from late antiquity, incised on stone or silver or represented in mosaic. The open character of the semicircles extending either side of the vertical upright of the p’iuw [Φ] is also atypical. On the Musrara mosaic, these horizontal elements are curved bars. The inscriptions on the Narshes Cross and at Mren display closed semicircles. The Second Divriği Cross presents a third form of this character. Two final observations should be made. In the first place, the engraver reveals no uncertainty in letter formation. And second, while it cannot entirely be ruled out, it seems unlikely that the same engraver incised both Divriği inscriptions. The respective forms of ho and εο, in particular, differ significantly.

There are several striking linguistic features to the inscription on the Second Divriği Cross. The most prominent of these is the representation of the name of the donor. He is called Čangin rather than Čagin; this appears to confirm that different engravers were responsible for the two inscriptions. Moreover the Greek cruciform monogram on the reverse of the Second Divriği Cross comprises four characters which read TZAF, that is, Tzag. This represents a third attempt at reproducing his name. Arguably, these variant forms—Čagin, Čangin and Tzag—were generated because the donor’s name was not Armenian or Greek and the engravers came up with different solutions when attempting to represent it. In other words, his name produced different phonetic transcriptions; indeed it may well have been incapable of being fully transcribed in either Armenian or Greek characters.

Nor is this the only non-Armenian word to be included in the Armenian inscription on the Second Divriği Cross. The meaning of Tërkh’senêřjoy is unclear. The frequent use of the semi-vowel ĕ [ɛ] implies nonrecognition on the part of the engraver; this is his attempt to transcribe a non-Armenian word phonetically. Since the inscription states that it was accorded by God, it is probably a title denoting status or rank. In the light of the rich array of ethnicities and languages found in the Caucasus, however, determining its meaning and origin has thus far proved impossible. But even if it were possible to identify the language or culture, one is left with the challenge of trying to understand why the donor chose to commemorate his donation primarily in Armenian. One solution would be to propose that his language had no written form and that he employed the dominant language of the social and cultural context in which he found himself—but if so, then how did he end up in eastern Anatolia?

We know that the East Roman Empire engaged with a wide range of peoples and cultures on and beyond its eastern frontier in the early medieval period, while it was at war with Sasanian Persia and then the Caliphate. It is likely that Čagin/Čangin/Tzag was attracted into imperial service—and granted the rank of komes—as a result. In the course of the conflicts, communities and individuals were displaced and resettled, some by accident but others by design. By way of illustration, Theophylact Simocatta, writing in the late 620s, records that the Roman forces under Narshes took large numbers of prisoners in the aftermath of the decisive battle against Bahram Čobin in 591 and brought them before the triumphant Khusro II. He executed some but sent those of the Turkish race to the emperor Maurice. They had crosses tattooed onto their foreheads and explained to Maurice that they had been marked in this way by their mothers on the advice of some Christians to ward off the plague then raging among the eastern Scythians. This colourful account may or may not be accurate but there seems no reason to doubt that these Turkish prisoners did come before Maurice. This being so, it would seem more likely that they were settled within the Empire rather than sent back to wherever they had originally come from. I am not suggesting that

99 The form of the alpha in the Greek monogram is significant. Instead of a horizontal bar between the two uprights, the bar comprises two equal elements at an angle to one another forming a V. This is found commonly on early Byzantine silver and is employed on all the polykandela and openwork containers in the Sion Treasure; Ševčenko, “Sion Treasure” (n. 72 above), 40 and n. 9.
Čagin/Čangin/Tzag was one of these “Turks” but that warfare entails social dislocation and resettlement and that he may have been one such displaced figure, someone who settled in eastern Anatolia, in a predominantly Armenian-speaking culture in or near Divriği/Tephrike. We shall return to the issue of dating below.

From a linguistic perspective, the inscription offers one variant form, gealji rather than gelf for the genitive of gewl, “village.” It also speaks of apaix-arut’ean, “repentance” for his sins, rather than the more usual t’olut’ean, “remission,” p’rku’t’ean, “salvation” or barexisut’ean, “intercession.” This particular term does not feature in any other early medieval Armenian inscription. On the other hand, extending the range of the invocation beyond the immediate relatives of the donor to include “the prosperity of this village,” vasn . . . gealji sinut’ean, finds direct correspondence in the inscription on the Narses Cross and the inscription at Mren, discussed above.

The inscription contains one further anomalous element. It refers to Čangin building the church of St. George as well as giving the cross to that church. Although there is an obvious connection between these two donations, recording them in a single inscription is, to my knowledge, unique among late antique and early medieval Armenian inscriptions. Strictly it would have been more appropriate to commemorate the building of the church separately through its own lapidary inscription. It may simply be the case that this additional detail was included to lengthen the inscription so that it extended evenly around the perimeter of the piece, in other words, on practical and artistic grounds. In the alternative, this may have been reciprocated on the foundation inscription on the church, that is to say, the foundation inscription referred to the donation of liturgical vessels to the church. There are instances of this practice in Armenia but these are dated to the tenth and eleventh centuries. By way of example, a lapidary

---

he campaigned in Armenia in 574, the Persian commander Golon Mihran had with him “many auxiliaries, satars, from the encampment, i. e. banditry, of the multitude of peoples who had settled in the mountainous region of the Caucasus, the peoples of the Huns. . . .” Since an earlier passage describes how this force was defeated on the plain of Xałamxik, it is likely that this too would have been an occasion for the movement of Huns as captured soldiers into the Roman empire: Sebòes 68.13–17.

---

104 Procopius, Wars, 7.32.11–15 and 29–37, PLRE 2:82.
105 Agathias, Histories, 2.6.4–6.
inscribed by the same engraver. From its assay marks, we can be certain that the First Divriği Cross was manufactured between 527 and 547 but, as argued above, the tension between the dedication to St. George and the figures in the gilt medallions suggests a two-stage process, with the inscription commemorating its reuse and rededication rather than its original commission and manufacture. In much the same way, the damage done to the lateral arm on the Second Divriği Cross does not seem to have interrupted the flow of the inscription, again implying that the inscription was a secondary feature, added after the damage had been caused. Both pieces seem to be telling the same story, that it was Čagin/Čangin/Tzag who united them in the same church at some point after their manufacture, possibly at different times if the use of two different engravers is anything to go by. But when did this occur?

On the basis of palaeographic and linguistic comparative analysis, the Armenian inscriptions on both Divriği Crosses correspond most closely to Armenian lapidary and mosaic inscriptions dating from the sixth and seventh centuries. Conversely there is distance between them and the late eighth-century lapidary inscription of Uxtaytur, found at T’alin. We should however be cautious about ascribing an early date for the acquisition and rededication of these two pieces by Čagin/Čangin/Tzag who united them in the same church at some point after their manufacture, possibly at different times if the use of two different engravers is anything to go by. But when did this occur?

In light of the analysis of both the Armenian inscription and the Greek monogram on the Second Divriği Cross, it appears that both pieces were engraved between the second half of the sixth century and the end of the eighth century.

This leaves us with the question of why two crosses were given by the same donor to the same foundation. It may well be the case that Čagin/Čangin/Tzag acquired the pieces at different times—hence the different character forms, reflecting different engravers—but had only one foundation to support. Another solution is to query whether the Second Divriği Cross is really a cross at all, despite the inscription defining it explicitly as such. Considering its open work, its circular character, and the presence of a tang, there are grounds for suggesting that this might be another piece of liturgical equipment, namely a fan, that is, a rhipidon or flabellum, in Armenian k’šoc’. Fans were used in the liturgy from the end of the fourth century in the East but the earliest surviving Armenian fan has traditionally been thought to date from the end
of the seventeenth century. The earliest Byzantine fans both date from the reign of Justin II and were published by Marlia Mango. They are very similar in design and decoration to one another, to the extent that Mango proposed that they were finished in the same workshop. Each fan comprises a solid disc, with scalloped edges and a tang. The faces of the Stuma fan are decorated with a six-winged seraph in the center, surrounded by fiery wheels; both faces of the Riha fan are decorated a six-winged tetramorph (fig. 17). Both fans have sixteen scallops and these have been worked as individual peacock feathers. This recalls the use of real peacock feathers on the earliest fans, the eyes of the peacock feathers suggesting the many-eyed creatures guarding the throne of God as reported by Ezekiel and in Revelation.

There are obvious differences in design and decoration between the two early Byzantine fans and the Second Divriği Cross. However we know very little about the early forms of liturgical fans and it could be that there was a greater range than has previously been envisaged. Moreover a bronze disc from the collection of the Museum of the Holy See in Ejmiacin (fig. 18) has also been identified by Jannic Durand, tentatively, as a liturgical fan. It comprises an open-work cross inscribed in a circle, mounted on a shaft, with an outer

---


110 Mango, *Silver from Early Byzantium*, no. 31 (Istanbul Archaeological Museum, no. 1758) and no. 32 (Dumbarton Oaks, BZ.1936.23).

111 Ezekiel 1:5–10; Revelation 4:7.

112 Durand, Rapti, and Giovannoni, *Armenia Sacra*, no. 93 (Museum of the Holy See, Ejmiacin, no. 255). In his commentary, Durand observes “la forme ronde rappelle cependant celle d’un éventail liturgique, dont aucun témoin n’a survécu en Arménie avant l’époque moderne.”
rim of open-work circles and moldings. In terms of its central cross, its circular character, and its evident mounting on a shaft, it resembles the Second Divriği Cross. Durand suggested that this object, previously considered to be a cross, was manufactured in Ani in the eleventh or twelfth centuries. Whether or not one is persuaded by this dating or attribution, this bronze disc from Armenia seems to be related in its form to the Second Divriği Cross.

If the Second Divriği Cross really is a rhipidion or flabellum, it represents an entirely new form of this piece of liturgical equipment, one that was previously unknown. Against this identification, one has to acknowledge its lack of tensile strength, its weight, and the distribution of that weight to the perimeter. It would not have been a straightforward task to waft this object back and forth across the sacrament. By the same token, however, it may not have been easy to use as a processional cross. But even if it is a cross, as Čagin/Čangin/Tzag believed it to be when he presented it to the church of St. George, it remains a unique form and extends our knowledge of early Byzantine and early Armenian metalwork.

Čagin/Čangin/Tzag emerges therefore as someone who was not Armenian but who served as a komes in the Byzantine army in the East and who acquired two pieces of liturgical silver which he then presented to the church of St. George, his own foundation. He may not have come from a Christian background, given that he recognized he had been lifted up from the dungheap by God. As a military officer, his personal attachment to St. George—reflected in his specific appeal to the saint as his intercessor or mediator on the First Divriği Cross—should not come as a surprise. Indeed it supplies a wider context within which to assess his actions as a donor. For as Catherine Jolivet-Lévy has recently shown, there was a well-established tradition in Cappadocia of military officers founding or rededicating churches. This military background of these donors is attested by way of painted inscription or deduced from the surviving decorative programs, with representations of the archangel Gabriel and the archangel Michael, commander of the heavenly armies, featuring prominently, alongside other military saints, including St. George, St. Theodore, and the Forty Martyrs of Sebasteia. The painted interiors also express a particular devotion to the cult of the Cross, the symbol of Christ’s victory as well as the sign of Constantine. The two Divriği Crosses reveal that Čagin/Čangin/Tzag was similarly inspired. It is striking to note that, like Čagin/Čangin/Tzag, the donors to the Cappadocian churches did not hold high military commands; they tended to be middle-ranking figures. Eustratios, named in the decorative programme at the monastery of the stylist Nicetas in Kızıl Çukur, held the office of kleisourarches; portraits of Leo and Michael, recently discovered at a ruined church in Güzelyurt, identify them as skribon and tourmarches respectively. The donors in Cappadocia were therefore of equivalent rank to the donor in Divriği. Moreover the evidence from the Second Divriği Cross indicates that Čagin/Čangin/Tzag was a local landowner, since he dedicated it to St. George for the sake of his soul and the prosperity of “this village.” The Cappadocian evidence does not articulate any connection between a donor and the site of his donation but it seems likely that they too held property in the immediate vicinity. Indeed the modest character of the donations supports the contention that these donors were locally significant figures rather than holders of high imperial office.

The two Divriği Crosses should therefore be assessed alongside the evidence from the painted churches in Cappadocia, three hundred kilometers to the west. For although the two pieces of silverware lack a church, and the Cappadocian churches lack any liturgical vessels, they express similar anxieties, hopes, and beliefs of middle-ranking military officers with local landed interests seeking divine protection and commemoration through modest endowments.

Two final observations may be advanced. If one accepts the proposed dating for the inscriptions on the Divriği Crosses, it follows that they were donated
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been soldered on the lower arm. It is hard to determine whether or not this is original but the loss of the seven other finials indicates that a less-robust method of attachment was employed and this again serves to differentiate it. A single-line border is engraved around the perimeter of the obverse. This extends into the extremities of each arm; moreover, Of the five middle Byzantine crosses discussed above (n. 13), three retain elegantly faceted finials with hemispherical or hexadecagonal terminals (the Cleveland, Metropolitan, and Cluny Crosses). The sleeves of each finial were riveted individually to the extremity of the arm. A fourth example, the Ortiz Cross in Geneva, has lost all its finials, revealing the two small holes at the extremity of each arm through which rivets would have been driven. J. A. Cotsonis, Byzantine Figural Processional Crosses (Washington, DC., 1994), no. 14, supplies a further example in gilt bronze, again dated to the eleventh or twelfth centuries (Dumbarton Oaks, BZ.1951.22). By contrast the arms of the Aparan Cross lack holes, indicating a different method of attachment.

Y. Mkrtchian and J. Durand, “Croix d’autel ou de procession,” in Durand, Rapti and Giovannoni, Armenia Sacra, no. 74.
it retains a curved and bipartite character along the bottom of the lower arm, even extending some way down both sides of the tang. This is very different to the treatment of the border on the Narses Cross and the First Divriği Cross, both of which possess a single, continuous line across that axis, thereby isolating the tang from any decoration. It is, however, a feature of one of the Hama crosses.\(^\text{117}\) The lateral arms of the Aparan Cross are pierced with holes for *pendilia*. These presently hold two small bells, of indeterminate date, which appear to have been added subsequently; their attachment seems clumsy. At the intersection of the arms, an oval gemstone has been mounted, of white and brown banded agate, within a simple single-beaded setting. The presence of a cabochon invites close comparison with the Narses Cross.

In terms of its design, and its pronounced flaring in particular, the Aparan cross is reminiscent of the crosses represented on the silver hexagons of Heraclius and his son Constans II, which circulated widely in Armenia and the Caucasus in the middle of the seventh century and which may have been purposely minted for distribution in this region.\(^\text{118}\) The inclusion of the cabochon, the single line border, and the holes for suspending *pendilia* afford an association with the three pieces described above. On the other hand, the trilobed form of the solitary finial is a feature of middle Byzantine crosses and serves to distance it from the three other pieces.\(^\text{119}\) Mkrtchian and Durand argued that the Aparan cross, while displaying “une très grande fidélité aux modèles de la fin de l’Antiquité, probablement intentionnelle,” nevertheless dated from the ninth century or later.\(^\text{120}\) A later reworking—or perhaps reworkings—would account for this unique combination of features and does not preclude an earlier dating, perhaps seventh or eighth century. But further research on the Aparan Cross is needed before its relationship with the three inscribed crosses can be determined.

**Conclusion**

This study has introduced a corpus of three pieces of ecclesiastical silverware bearing Armenian inscriptions. They have been studied individually and in comparison with one another, with early Byzantine silverware bearing Greek inscriptions, with early medieval Armenian inscriptions, found on the facades of churches and in mosaic, and with painted inscriptions from middle Byzantine churches in Cappadocia. On the basis of their manufacture and design as well as the content and form of their Armenian inscriptions, all three have been dated. The Narses Cross was commissioned by Nerseh Xorxoruni for a specific purpose and was inscribed at the time of manufacture, in the sixth or seventh century. By contrast, the two Divriği Crosses both express more complex historical trajectories, involving disruption, rededication and concealment. The circumstances of their composition and original donation are now obscure, although the stamps on the tang of the First Divriği Cross confirm that it was manufactured during the first half of the reign of Justinian I. Originally separate, the two pieces were brought together into the possession of Çagin/Čangin/Tzag and donated to his church of St. George, somewhere in the district of Tephrike, probably in the seventh or eighth centuries, and were later buried together, deliberately. The three pieces are associated with two figures who both held the rank of *komes*, indicating military service and command in the forces of the Byzantine emperor.

More broadly, each of these objects proclaims a complex identity. On the one hand, they correspond to the prevailing material culture of the sixth and seventh centuries. In terms of conception, manufacture, design and decoration, the Narses Cross and the First Divriği Cross may be considered to be early Byzantine. The form of the Second Divriği Cross is unprecedented although it too betrays features—flared crosses with spherical finials and decorative shell-shaped clasps strengthening the tang—which seem early Byzantine. On the other hand, all three inscriptions reveal a secure grasp of the Armenian

\(^{117}\) Mango, *Silver from Early Byzantium*, no. 7.

\(^{118}\) *DOC* 2.1: table 10, forms 13 and 15; Heraclius Class I: no. 64.16, 66 and 272.2; *DOC* 2.2: Constans II Class V: no. 57.1 and 57.4; Constantine IV Class I: no. 21.1; Class III no. 26 and 27.1.

\(^{119}\) Evans and Wixom, *Glory of Byzantium Art* (n. 13 above), no. 21A, a bronze processional cross with tri-lobed and beaded clusters, dated to the eleventh or twelfth centuries. This may be compared to Cotsonis, *Processional Crosses*, no. 14, and now Durand, Rapti, and Giovannoni, *Armenia Sacra*, no. 83, another bronze processional cross, from the excavation at Ani, dated to the eleventh or twelfth centuries, the tips of whose arms are embellished with trefoil serifs.

\(^{120}\) Durand, Rapti, and Giovannoni, *Armenia Sacra*, no. 74.
contention that both of these pieces acquired their Armenian inscriptions subsequently at the instigation of Čagin/Cangin/Tzag also sets them apart from the Narses Cross, whose inscription was evidently part of the original commission. While its sponsor clearly wanted the Narses Cross to advertise his Armenian ancestry from the outset, both Divriği Crosses reflect the Armenian milieu in which they came to be engraved and dedicated to St. George rather than the background of their donor. One may speculate that the Narses Cross asserts a metropolitan—perhaps even a Constantinopolitan—origin, given the workmanship and access to such a gemstone. Conversely both Divriği Crosses seem to advertise a more provincial background and invite comparison with the modest painted interiors of the middle Byzantine Cappadocian churches. We should not forget that whatever their origins, all three pieces were donated to village churches.

Individual and yet related, singular and yet connected, these three pieces of late antique silverware with their Armenian inscriptions have much to contribute to several disciplines—social and cultural history, art history, palaeography, morphology, philology, and linguistics. Suddenly, and unexpectedly, a corpus of late antique Armenian silverware has emerged.

Together with the mosaic inscriptions from Jerusalem, these three pieces illustrate processes of cultural negotiation and fusion in which early Byzantine material culture has been appropriated and overlaid with assertions of Armenian ownership and control. To define this corpus as either early Byzantine or Armenian is to exclude the other and in so doing to fail to recognize the cross-cultural currents which these objects reflect, individually and collectively.

Yet having stressed their common features, we should not lose sight of the differences between the three pieces. With its elegant lines, its niello inlay and its mounted cabochon, of extraordinary size and value, the Narses Cross is an outstanding witness to late antique craftsmanship. Its level of technical skill, artistry, and expense distinguish it from both Divriği crosses, which appear less refined. The

121 These include the variant genitive forms of gewł, village; the representation of ğe [ğ]; the plea for apaisarut’ean, repentance; and the reference to building the church of St. George in the inscription on the Second Divriği Cross.

I should like to express my sincere thanks to Mr. Yanni Petsopoulos for the opportunity to study the Narses Cross and place it in context; to Professor Peter Golden, Dr. Dimitri Kastritsis, Dr. Andrew Peacock, Professor Steve Rapp, and Dr. Bert Vaux for their observations on the languages and identities reflected in the wording of the Divriği Crosses; to the two anonymous readers for their invaluable observations; to Mr. Steve Sims for permission to publish his images of the foundation inscription at Mren; and to Mr. Andy Eccles for his assistance in formatting the figures.
A large cabochon garnet, measuring about twenty millimeters in diameter, is a notable feature of the Narses Cross. This cross, together with recent finds in England of flat, precious-metal crosses, offers fresh evidence for the interpretation of early Byzantine liturgical decoration. I would like to look briefly at the overall context for sheet metal crosses set with gems and then consider how the mineral we call garnet was regarded in modern and ancient literature. With this background, possible meanings underlying the use of this particular gemstone as the focal point of the cross will be explored.

The Cross in Context

It is well known that crosses constituted a fundamental part of the liturgical equipment in early Byzantine churches. The majority of surviving examples are Latin in form, engraved with inscriptions and occasionally imagery. Remarkably few examples set with gemstones like the Narses Cross have survived. These presumably evoked the luxury of cruces gemmatae, crosses completely encrusted with gems, made for patrons at the highest imperial and ecclesiastical levels. The inscribed silver gilt cross, gifted to the city of Rome by the Byzantine emperor Justin II (reigned 565–578), exemplifies this tradition in the period more or less contemporary with the Narses Cross. The Justin II cross was worked in relief on both sides and set with gems of many varieties. A lost jeweled cross formerly in the treasury of the Sancta Sanctorum of the Vatican was set with garnet and emerald cabochons along the arms and bore a central setting with a cross-shaped collet, presumably for a relic. Another silver crux gemmata, decorated with rows of gems along the arms on the front side, from the Great Lavra monastery on Mt. Athos, shows the survival of this tradition into the middle Byzantine era. Such crosses were exceptional commissions, and sheet metal crosses of less exalted status were only rarely decorated with gemstones.

1 The Vita S. Pancratii relates that the Apostle Peter sent Pancratius to spread the Gospel with the essential equipment needed for every church: two Gospel books, two books of Acts by Paul, two paten and chalice sets, two cedar-wood crosses and two illustrated volumes of the Old and New Testaments for the decoration of the church (C. Mango, ed., The Art of the Byzantine Empire: 312–1453 [Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1972], 137–38.). See also Cotsonis, Processional Crosses (p. 144 n. 116 above), 5–6. A passage in the Passion of Saint Shusnanik (a text relating fifth-century events, preserved in both Georgian and Armenian manuscripts of the tenth century) underlines the commonality of ecclesiastical traditions in the period: “And the saintly princess Shushanik begged Andreas to immediately evacuate the Holy Sign of Nune and the many other relics of the saints—the ones that had come down to her from Saint Grigor—as well as the vessels of the churches and the numerous crosses” (The Passion of Saint Shusnanik: The Martyrdom of St. Vardan Mamikonian’s Daughter, A History of the Holy Cross of Nune the Leader of Georgia, vol. 2, trans. K. H. Dz. Maksoudian, ed. C. H. Zakian [New York, 1999], 49).

2 C. Belting-Ihm, “Das Justinus-Kreuz in der Schatzkammer der Peterskirche zu Rom,” JbZMusMainz 12 (1965): 142–66; J. Beckwith, Early Christian and Byzantine Art (London, 1970), 43. The inscription on the cross, which may be later in date, reads: “With the wood with which Christ conquered man’s enemy, Justin gives his help to Rome and his wife offers the ornamentation.” It is 40.7 cm high, not including its spike. A 1793 inventory of the gems does not agree with the existing gems on the cross and there is no way to determine whether these are Byzantine in date (Belting-Ihm, Justinus-Kreuz, 146). Currently pearls encircle the central medallion and on the arms pearls alternate with emeralds, aquamarine, rock crystal and rose quartz, agates, what are identified as carnelians (in modern photographs these appear to be garnets), serpentines, nephrite, marble and glass. For the recent restoration, see Times Online, 26 November 2009.

3 J. Hubert, J. Porcher, and W. F. Volbach, eds., Europe in the Dark Ages (London, 1969), 232, 360, no. 246. The authors identify garnets, and emeralds perhaps can be assumed from the shapes of the gems at the ends of the arms; they date the cross to the sixth century but the garnet cloisonné backing is certainly later.

4 Cotsonis, Processional Crosses, 49–51, fig. 20a–b.
Greenwood has reviewed above both the Armenian parallels for the Narses Cross and the range of hammered silver crosses preserved in the hoards of church treasures from Syria. The latter share key features with the present cross, including solid serifs at the points of the arms, horizontal crossarms pierced with holes for pendilia, and inscriptions or incised decoration highlighted with niello. They range from thirty to sixty cm in height, including the pointed tangs, which were designed to be set into a staff for procession or display. Assay stamps were frequently applied to the tang, which is missing on the Narses Cross. The ancient silver strips at the bottom of the cross, designed to strengthen the join between the tang and crossarm, were apparently unsuccessful. The inscriptions on the Syrian and Armenian crosses reveal that they were typically personalized ex-votos, donated by devout members of the congregation or, in some cases, by their bishops. Of the surviving silver crosses in the East, only the Narses Cross (figs. 1–2) and the ninth- to twelfth-century Aparan Cross (fig. 19) retain gemstones—in the case of the latter, a banded agate or sardonyx.

Many more crosses fabricated in a range of metals were manufactured than have survived. Numerous flat crosses in copper alloy of middle Byzantine date have been preserved in Armenia; some of these originally had settings at the center and on the arms or moldings imitating gems. A tinned brass cross, now in a private collection in Germany, of similar proportions to the Narses Cross, confirms that this general form was already in production in the late antique period (figs. 20–21).

---

5 Mango, *Silver from Early Byzantium* (p. 115 n. 4 above), 53–54, 65, 86–91 (nos. 7–8, Hama Treasure, mid-sixth century); 255, no. 65 (Phela Treasure, sixth to seventh century); 238–39, nos. 67–68 (Ma’aret en-Mona treasure, sixth to seventh century); 249–50, no. 76 (Çaginkom [Divriği] [?] treasure, 527–47 CE [?]); cf. also 93–95, nos. 9–10, two smaller inscribed silver crosses from the Hama Treasure intended to be nailed against a flat surface. For related tanged crosses in copper alloy see Cotsonis, *Processional Crosses*, 88–99, nos. 8–10; these are smaller and the serifs at the points of the arms are flattened.


7 Durand, Rapti, and Giovannoni, *Armenia Sacra* (p. 115 n. 1 above), 205–6, no. 74.

8 Ibid., 212–17, nos. 84–92.

9 L. Wamser and G. Zahlhaas, eds., *Rom und Byzanz: Archäologische Kostbarkeiten aus Bayern* (Munich, 1998), 72–76, no. 64; the height of the cross is 52.4 cm.
which was presented as held aloft by angels engraved on the crossarms; this may have been for a jewel, a relic capsule, or a symbolic image like the *hetoimasia*. It was complemented by an engraved bust of Christ in a medallion on the reverse. The figural decoration suggests a date for the cross in the late fifth century.

At the other end of the scale in both size and value, small pectoral crosses worked in gold were often mounted with a central setting for a gemstone or glass inlay. Like the processional crosses, these include box-like constructions, examples with elaborately decorated surfaces, as well as some made from flat sheets of gold. The many variants are not infrequently set with garnet cabochons of conical form prepared with a flat upper surface ready for engraving (though few were engraved). The majority of these are not closely dated, but Spier has argued that the garnet stones themselves represent Byzantine lapidary work of the late fifth and first half of the sixth century.

The picture of gemmed Latin crosses sketched in this brief overview has been augmented by the recent discovery of two damaged crosses among a large number of Anglo-Saxon period objects retrieved from a field near Staffordshire, West Midlands, England (figs. 22 and 24); the find is now known as the Staffordshire Hoard. One of the crosses was made in pure gold and set with garnets.

**FIG. 22** Folded cross with one garnet in setting, gold, garnet; Staffordshire Hoard K655aa (photograph by Guy Evans, Barbican Research Associates)

**FIG. 23** Enlarged view of garnet and setting from the folded cross; Staffordshire Hoard BK659aa (photograph by Guy Evans, Barbican Research Associates)


A silver gilt strip in the hoard, most probably the arm of a cross, bears an inscription whose epigraphy suggests a terminus post quem for the hoard in the mid-seventh or early eighth century. Most of the assemblage was composed of weaponry fitments such as sword pommels, whose archaeological parallels date to the second half of the sixth and first half of the seventh centuries.

The first Staffordshire Hoard cross was made of hammered gold sheet with flat serifs at the arm tips (fig. 22). Purposefully bent and folded to reduce it to a smaller size, its greatest dimension is currently 14.4 centimeters. It was engraved, not with words, but with panels of interlaced zoomorphic ornament of the type known as Germanic Style II, whose treatment suggests the decoration was executed in Anglo-Saxon England.

It was decorated with five garnet cabochons in settings, one in the center and one on each arm. These were large stones of excellent color and quality. One was deemed so precious that it has a gold repair on one side, intended to strengthen the stone along a crack (fig. 23). As on the Narses Cross, the garnets were set in separate gold collets, surrounded by filigree wire.

The Staffordshire Hoard silver gilt crossarm retains a single setting for a large gem, also in the form of a collet surrounded by filigree wire (fig. 24). In its bent state it measures 8.95 centimeters, so originally it would have been about 18 centimeters in length. Assuming this to be a horizontal arm, this would give overall dimensions for the proposed cross of approximately 50 × 40 centimeters. The strip is incised on both sides with inscriptions in Latin taken from Numbers 10:35: “Rise up, O Lord, and may thy enemies be dispersed and those who hate thee be driven from thy face.”

The combined evidence of the Narses Cross and these new Anglo-Saxon crosses shows that garnets were the gemstone of choice for crosses made in the sixth and first half of the seventh century. An examination of the Christian literature suggests that this association, which obviously reflected prevailing tastes, was also purposeful.

---

15 S. Fischer and J. Soulat, “The Typochronology of Sword Pommels in the Staffordshire Hoard,” paper delivered at the Staffordshire Hoard Symposium (see above).
17 The plain collet on the Narses Cross is surrounded by a single beaded wire, whereas the Staffordshire hoard cross garnets were set in dogtooth collets surrounded by two rows of beaded wire flanking twisted filigree wire.
18 This was the prayer of the Israelites in the Wilderness. The actual inscriptions read: Surge d(omi)ne disp(ers)eturi[n] inimici tui et [Fugent qui oderunt] te afacie tua and Surge d(omi)ne disp(ers)eturi[n] inimici tui et fugiu(n)t quio de [runt te a facie tua] adiute nos d(eu)s. The tone of the inscription brings to mind tenth-century references to gold jeweled crosses carried in imperial military campaigns (Constantine Porphyrogennetos, De cerimoniis 485, lines 5–6 and Three Treatises 124–25, cited by Cotsonis, Processional Crosses [p. 144 n. 116 above], 56, who at the time stated: “Gold processional crosses do not survive…”).
and meaningful. Before examining some Christian attitudes toward garnet gemstones it is useful to discuss briefly the mineral we call garnet from both modern and ancient perspectives.

**Garnet Mineralogy**

Chemical analyses have proven conclusively that garnet was the most common translucent gemstone in the red and purple color range used in the ancient world. Archaeogemmological investigations have only rarely identified ancient rubies and spinels, the two other primary red gemstones. Garnets were used intensively in Europe for over a thousand years, mounted in jewelry, engraved as seal stones and polished into flat plates for setting in cloisonné.

Unfortunately for both modern researchers and ancient observers, garnet is one of the most common gemstones on the face of the earth and modern science recognizes twenty-four species of this mineral. The majority of garnets dating from the fourth century BCE to the late seventh century CE fall in the red/purple color spectrum. As they crystallize in continuous solid solution with one another between two species—pyrope and almandine—they are referred to as pyraldines. The garnet on the Narses Cross was tested using Raman spectroscopy and found to belong in this pyrope-almandine series. It is densely filled with black inclusions of ilmenite as well as diopside crystals. Ilmenite is a common inclusion in garnets with a strong almandine component and neither of these inclusions is indicative of either a metamorphic or igneous source. Nor do they indicate where the Narses Cross stone may have originated.

In a few cases, intensive scientific analysis of garnets, conducted primarily on the small garnet plates set on early medieval garnet cloisonné, has pointed to a specific origin for the stones. In general, however, given the complexity of garnet mineralogy and the lack of adequate documentation of deposits, the ancient sources recorded by Pliny in the first century CE—the Indian subcontinent (including modern Pakistan and Afghanistan); Sri Lanka; north, west, and east Africa; Turkey; Portugal; and the Czech Republic—all remain as possible sources of garnets used in the early Byzantine period.

**Classical Sources**

The first ancient text to attempt to describe the stones we know as garnet—the Περὶ λιθῶν by Theophrastus (ca. 371–287 BCE)—corresponds to the early stages of empirical investigation pioneered by Aristotle. Pliny’s *Naturalis historiae* (before 79 CE) presents a complex mixture of Aristotelian detachment interwoven with a fascination with the astrological, magical, and medicinal powers of stones. Such beliefs were also present in the Old Testament and were given full expression in lapidary texts from the Hellenistic period. Roman-period lapidary texts such as the long poem the *Orphei lithica*, describing the powers of stones and the symbolism of their colours, illustrate aspects of this complex mixture of superstition and *materia medica*. Later,


20 In the first archeogemmological investigation of ancient stones, J. Ogden, *Jewellery of the Ancient World* (London 1982), identified only two ancient rubies (p. 59) and a single spinel (in this case a green specimen, p. 111).


23 The stone was identified by the British Museum Research Laboratory using a Horiba Infinity Raman spectrometer with a green (532 nm) laser with a maximum power of 2 mW at the sample.


25 *Orphei lithica* in *Les Lapidaires Grecs*, ed. and trans. R. Halleux and J. Schamp (Paris, 1985), 3–123. The editors suggest that the poem was composed in the second half of the second century CE. Within the tale of an annual sacrifice to the god Helios, the text contains an introduction to the magical properties of stones given to Orpheus by one of his companions Theodamus (the son of Priam). The poem discusses their properties and uses, their role in sacrifice and the granting of prayers as well as their anti-venomous applications. R. I. Kostov
medieval Christian writers in the West drew upon both Biblical and Graeco-Roman traditions to formulate their vision of stones as impregnated by divine power with virtues and healing qualities.  

The primary obstacle to analysis of this diverse body of literature is the accurate determination of which red gemstones were actually the mineral we now call garnet. In contrast to the stones such as diamond, rock crystal, and hematite, whose identity is reasonably unambiguous in ancient texts, the identification of garnet beyond a few terms remains insecure. In light of what is known today about the complex mineralogy of garnets, it is not surprising that Hebrew, Greek, and Roman authors wrestled with the problem of nomenclature for hues of the many red stones they encountered. In the Orphic tradition both the names and the qualities of red colored gemstones are often mixed up, with particular confusion evidenced between chalcedony and garnet. This confusion persisted for many centuries, well into the late medieval period when versions of classical texts were still being circulated, copied, and interpolated.


27 Halleux and Schamp, Lapidaires Grecs, 187–89, 333–4 (Lapidaire Nautique 1); ibid., 166 (Damigéron-Evax 27). On the confusion between garnet and chaledony see Socrates et Dionysius, Peri Lithon 29 (Lapidaires Grecs 167, note 1 and 328–29): “Chaledony: de couleur, elle a l’aspect du feu, semblable à l’escarboule . . . cette pierre est la lychnite, l’escarboucle pure, couleur de sang . . . Elle le rendra aimable, aisément compréhensible, capable de tout réaliser, et vainqueur des naufrages . . . Elle croit en Inde, où croissent les pierres précieuses.” The Orphēi lithīca kerygmata and the Socrates and Dionysius Ἐπὶ λίθοιν represent two different manuscript traditions of a lapidary text describing 33 stones that eventually dovetailed into one. The former was probably written in the second half of the second century CE while the latter may have been written in the Roman Imperial period, perhaps in Egypt. The original Damigéron-Evax textual tradition was probably written not long after Pliny, ca. second century CE (Lapidaires grecs, 128–39, 144, 216).

28 When dealing with these later texts the alignment of modern mineralogical terminology with ancient terms is a futile exercise, as shown by the recent translation of the Lapidum virtutibus written in the eleventh century by Michael Psello: A. Montana, “Storia della mineralogia antica. I. La mineralogia a bisanzio nel xi secolo D.C.:

Two terms that survive in many texts throughout the centuries and are generally accepted to represent the gemstone we call garnet are ἄνθραξ (anthrax) and carbunculus. These names encapsulate the property ancient authors consistently ascribe to garnets—the fiery or glowing quality of the stones. ἄνθραξ was first used by Aristotle (d. ca. 322 BCE), who wrote that: “the seal-stone called anthrax is the least affected by fire of all the stones” (Meteorologica 4.9, 387B). The word has at its root ἄθρακα, meaning to glow, as in glowing embers or flaming red hot coals. The same word was applied to charcoal or soft coal (lignite) and Theophrastus (Περὶ λίθων, 18–19) places his discussion of the two side by side to highlight the paradox of two rocks called by the same name, one of which burns in a common fire and the other of which glows, but is incombustible. One of the Latin words used for garnet by Pliny (Naturalis historiae 32.25.92), carbunculus, likewise meant “little charcoal,” but here, as in the Meteorologica, it is consistently applied to a hard gemstone.

Many further names that appear in Pliny’s text might have been used for the gemstone we call garnet, some, such as alahandicus (Naturalis historiae 36.23.62), persisted into the later middle ages. One further term of interest here is lychnis: “To the same class of fiery red stones belongs the “lychnis,” so-called from the kindling of lamps because at that time it is exceptionally beautiful” (Naturalis historiae 32.29.103). Pliny records it in Orthosia, Caria, and India while Strabo (Geographica 17.3.11) also noted lychnite (λυχνίτης) in North Africa. Lychnis (the word derives from λύχνος [lamp]) also appears in Hellenistic lapidary texts, where the stone is described as resembling a flame and displaying a red hue ranging from scarlet to dark charcoal. These terms remained influential for many centuries.

I poteri insiti nelle pietre secondo Michele Psello,” Rendiconti Lincei 16, no. 4 (2005): 127–95, with mineralogical speculations at 155–82.

29 Theophrastus on Stones, ed. and trans. E. R. Caley and J. F. C. Richards (Columbus, OH, 1946), 48, 89–90. In this passage Theophrastus also notes that seals were cut from this stone, commenting that even small stones were very expensive, costing forty pieces of gold.

30 Adams, “Garnet Millennium” (p. 151 n. 19 above), 14–16.

31 Orphēi lithīca, 96, no. 8, and Orphēi lithīca kerygmata in Halleux and Schamp, Lapidaires grecs, 150, no. 7, notes p. 306; Kostov, “Orphic Lithica,” 112. By the time of these late texts it is possible that this incorporates red stones such as ruby and spinel as well as garnet.
Isidore of Seville (ca. 560–636), for example, who relied heavily upon Pliny, placed the carbunculus, anthracitis, and lychnis in his category of fiery gems (De ignites), asserting that there were twelve varieties of these particular stones.  

**Biblical and Christian Sources**

The diverse strands of these traditions are evident in *Στρωμάτις*, instructions for the perfection of the Christian life written by one of the early Church Fathers, Clement of Alexandria (ca. 150–215). In his mystical interpretation of the gems on the famous ephod and hoshen of the high priest Aaron in the Torah (Ex. 28:9), for example, he suggests (5.6.37.1): “Now the high priest’s robe is the symbol of the world of sense. The seven planets are represented by the five stones and the two carbuncles (ἀνθρακεῖς), for Saturn and the Moon (Selene). The former is southern, and moist, and carthy, and heavy; the latter aerial. . . .”  Later Clement describes the emerald (σμαράγδος) on the accompanying breastplate, the hoshen, in the same manner, as a signifier of “the sun and moon, the helpers of nature.” His assignment of garnet and emerald in these passages is the exact opposite of that which appears in the Septuagint, where the ephod gems are rendered as λίθος σμαράγδου (emerald stones; Ex. 28:9) and the first stone of the second row of the breastplate as ἄνθραξ (carbuncle; Ex. 28:18).

The Greek translators of the Pentateuch in the third century BCE assigned the familiar terms ἄνθραξ and σμαράγδος to two of the original Hebrew terms in the Jewish scriptures whose meaning was unclear. In the Torah in Shemot (Exodus) 28:9, the two stones which the text commands be engraved with the names of the sons of Israel and be placed at either shoulder strap of the ephod, are called διάμνισσα (nophek) (Shemot/Exodus 28:18). The first term appears in another variant in Bereshit (Genesis) 2:12, in the description of the region through which the river Pishon/Pison, one of the four rivers of Eden, flows. In this land, in addition to good gold, two products may be found: ḥabadolach (habedolach) and ṣahoham (hashoham). These Hebrew terms cannot be securely identified. The first Genesis stone is often rendered as bdellium, considered by ancient and modern authors alike to have been a resin-like gum similar to myrrh, Hashoham or shoham has been considered to be onyx, chrysoprase, beryl, and malachite. The stone on the second row of the hosen in Exodus 28:18 has been variously identified as emerald/turquoise or garnet/ruby.

In the Septuagint, the Genesis terms were transformed into: λίθος οὗ πράσινος (leek-coloured stone) and ἄνθραξ (carbuncle). In Jerome’s translation of the Old Testament in the Vulgate, the terms are rendered in Latin as *lapis prasinus* (again, leek-green stone) and *carbunculus* (garnet). Both terms appear in earlier Latin versions of the Pentateuch of uncertain authorship.  

The Vulgate gives *duos lapides onychinos* and *carbunculus*, respectively, for the two Exodus passages. The translation of the Bible into Armenian by Maštocć (St. Mesrob) and Sahak, completed before 439/40 CE, followed the Septuagint and Origen’s Hexapla. Their text of Genesis 2:12 gives *սուտակ* (sutak) and *ակնաքար* (akanakare), in that order. The first term is usually translated as ruby while the second means green-yellow stone. In Exodus 28:9 and 28:18 the Armenian offers *գալնջան* (garnet) for the ephod and *համակարպ* *ռռանքար* (garnet) for the hoshen.

Conflicting identification of these Biblical gemstones persists in translations to this day, and if any...

---

34 As Caley and Richards note (Theophrastus, 100–102), the term σμαράγδος may not necessarily have referred to emerald, but rather to bright green stones in general. For clarity here I have consistently translated it, and its Latin equivalent, smaragdus, as emerald.
35 F. Brown, R. Driver, C. Briggs, *Brown-Driver-Briggs Hebrew and English Lexicon* (Peabody, MA, 2004), 95d (Strong 916) also mention pearl as one of the listed possibilities.
36 Ibid., 995d (Strong 7718).
37 Ibid., 656c (Strong 5106).
39 The first term derives from the Old Armenian *գալնջան* (*galmjxan*) (’galmjxan’), from the Iranian *zumurrud*, related to Persian *درچ* (zumurrud) and the Greek σμαράγδος (smaragdos) (H. Martirosyan, *Studies in Armenian Etymology* [Leiden, 2008], 120–21).
40 The King James and many modern versions often translate the hoshen term as emerald or turquoise, while the Revised English Bible gives purple garnet. Summaries of current Jewish scholarship...
knowledge of actual vestments can be presumed, one wonders whether this is early evidence for the common male condition of red/green color blindness. In fact these divergences from the original Hebrew were known to early medieval authors such as the Venerable Bede, writing in Anglo-Saxon England in the early eighth century.\footnote{41}

It is clear from the review above that precise identification of the stones intended by the ancient authors of Biblical texts is not a useful exercise. From the fourth and fifth centuries onward, the convenient trope of green and red stones becomes formulaic in Christian exegeses such as Augustine of Hippo’s three attempts to justify the events in Genesis.\footnote{42} The mixture of metaphorical and allegorical interpretation with classical knowledge of stones characterizes Christian attitudes toward gemstones.

Augustine (\textit{De doctrina christiana}, 2.16.24, 61), for example, emphasizes the need for knowledge of animals, plants, and minerals to fully understand scriptural reference: “... ignorance of the numerous animals mentioned no less frequently in analogues is a great hindrance to understanding. The same is true of stones, herbs, and anything that has roots. Even a knowledge of the carbuncle, a stone that shines in the dark, explains many obscure passages in scripture where it is used as an analogy; and ignorance of the beryl and adamant often closes the doors to understanding.”\footnote{43} In one of the early eighth-century letters of St. Boniface, the acquisition of divine wisdom is “more splendid than gold, more precious than silver, as flaming as the carbunculus, as clear as crystal, as precious as topaz...”\footnote{44}

The term ἀνθράξ in the Septuagint (Psalm 119:4, Proverbs 26:21, Isaiah 44:12) is given fresh interpretation in Jerome’s \textit{Commentarium in Isaiam Prophetam}. He declares that the anthrax mentioned by John in the Apocalypse is not the burning coal as many imagine, but the gemstone carbunculus: “the color of a flame like fire, from which we perceive the altar of God to be full of garnets, that is, lit like a small stone or burning coals, capable of purging sin. Thus it is written when we read of God: coals were kindled by him.”\footnote{45}

Ambrosius of Milan (ca. 340–97) in his description of the land through which the Phison flows, expands upon the meaning of the stones found in the region: “It holds as well, it says, a bright garnet, in which something of the little flame of our soul lives.”\footnote{46} Finally, one of the finer expressions of how the Medieval mind justified and interpreted the splendid gold and gems they so admired is found in Bede in his commentary glossing Augustine on the same passage in the Pentateuch: “It has gold—living instruction, which is foreign to all uncleanness just like pure gold; garnet—truth, which no falsehood can conquer, just as the night cannot overcome the brilliance of the garnet; emerald—eternal life, because the greenness of that stone signifies the vigor of the vine.”\footnote{47}
The Narses Cross Garnet

It is clear that garnets in ancient times were valued for their color and quality of internal light, properties we now know result from their chemical composition and mineral inclusions. In the case of the Narses Cross, the garnet glows with a particularly sombre light occluded by dark inclusions. Unlike the clear garnets set on the Staffordshire Hoard crosses, the Armenian cross gem is densely filled with inclusions, many so close to the surface that the lapidary who prepared and polished the stone was not able to achieve a brilliant polish. As it is mounted, its deep red color can barely be perceived, yet this dark and mysterious garnet was set at the center of a valuable and impressive donative cross.

Its translucency would have been greater and color richer before it was mounted. Pliny is clear about the advantages of holding stones up to the sunlight. He notes, for example (Naturalis historiae 32.25.95) that “male” Carthaginian stones are sub caelo flammeos, contra radios solis scintillare . . . (“flaming under heaven but sparkling against the rays of the sun”). The Narses Cross garnet, when held up to an artificial or natural light source, sparkles in much the same way Pliny described (fig. 25). When lit only by a flame it glows with light in the darkness as described by the Christian authors cited above.

At a material level the Narses garnet is a relatively large stone and, assuming the early Byzantines, like the Romans, assessed and valued stones by size and weight as well as color, it was probably an expensive gem. The acquisition, mounting, and display of a beautiful gemstone were statements of prestige and wealth, but by the reign of Justinian I (529–565) there is some evidence that garnets were no longer ranked in the top tier of stones. The Codex iuris civilis Justinianus 11.12.1 prohibited the use of pearls, emeralds, and hyacinths (probably sapphires) on bridle, saddles, belts, and personal ornaments; these were reserved for imperial ornaments and could be handled only by palace artisans in imperial workshops.49 Lesser and presumably more abundant stones such as garnet stones were appropriate for military gear and could perhaps be set by independent artisans or workshops. The strictures of these conventions in the west is suggested by the appearance of the overall jeweled crosses on the bookcovers probably given by Pope Gregory I to the Lombardic Queen Theodolinda around 600 CE and subsequently donated to the basilica of St. John the Baptist which she founded in Monza.50 Here the highest quality stone was reserved for the centers of the crosses, in this case, for two large sapphires, set off by halos of garnet cloisonné. Nonetheless Gregory himself, inadvertently revealing himself to be a connoisseur of stones, wrote: “For who, when the appearance of the things themselves are considered, does not know that, in the nature of gems, garnet is preferable to sapphire? Nevertheless, sapphire of sky-blue color is preferable to pale garnet, because its beautiful appearance adds to that which the natural order takes away; whereas in that which the natural order had preferred (the pale garnet) the quality of the

48 On the significance of the size (and by extension weight) of garnets vis-à-vis species, see Adams, “Garnet Millennium” (p. 151 n. 19 above), 17–18.
50 Huber, Porcher, and Volbach, Dark Ages (p. 147 n. 3 above), 217–28, no. 1.41.
The other positioned Christ Himself at the center, either as a frontal bust as on the jeweled cross depicted on the apse mosaic at Sant’Apollinare in Classe in Ravenna (ca. 549) (fig. 26), or as a complete crucified figure with his breast placed at the intersection of the arms.54

Many years ago Lipinsky suggested that garnets were forgotten symbols of Christ.55 Recently it has been suggested that the five garnets on the Staffordshire Hoard gold cross represent the five wounds of Christ.56 If we allow the possibility that the garnet in the center of the Narses Cross may have been a symbol for Christ himself, then this stone, glowing and suffused with blood-red color in the light but also filled with dark, thorn-like inclusions may have been chosen specifically as an emblem of his suffering on the cross and victory over death. At the same time, other qualities—as a symbol of truth, the spark of divine life, light in the darkness, burning faith—may also have been in the minds of the more sophisticated viewers.

Finally, we might consider the operational powers of these stones, not just in terms of personal salvation, but of the will of God, in the light of the inscription from Numbers on the silver gilt crossarm from the Staffordshire Hoard. This may be compared with the inscription from Psalms 43:6 on the silver cross from the Great Lavra monastery: “In thee will we push down our enemies, and in thy name will we bring to nought them that rise up against us.”57 In the Hebraic tradition the breastplate described in Exodus and discussed above was sometimes called boshen mishpat (the breastplate of color is debased.”51 These examples suggest that both patrons and their goldsmiths understood the qualities and varieties of the gemstones they employed.

A further consideration is the placement of the stone in the center of the cross. This is, after all, the focal point, the meditative heart of the work of art. On the cross of Justin II, noted at the beginning of this essay, the center is cut away with a cross-shaped opening designed to reveal a fragment of the True Cross. The placement of an additional cross at the center of the crossarms, either in the form of a container for a relic of the True Cross or as a symbol of the same, is one of two primary conventions established by the first half of the sixth century.52

The passage actually concerns how to assess and judge sins of the flesh.


52 Mango, Art of the Byzantine Empire (p. 147 n. 1 above), 107.

53 F. W. Deichmann, Ravenna: Hauptstadt des spästantiken Abendlandes (Wiesbaden, 1969), 1:261 and 339; 2:245, pl. 2. Before this became a standard image for the center of crosses, a group of early Syriac metal crosses confirm that it was customary to place holy figures—the Lamb of God, the Virgin, the Virgin and Child, the Annunciation, the Adoration of the Magi—in this position (see Cotsonis, Processional Crosses [p. 144 n. 116 above], fig. 22a, 88–101, cat. nos. 8–10).


57 Cotsonis, Processional Crosses, 14.
judgment) as it indicated by the emission of light from the stones whether to engage in battle. Josephus (37–100 CE) wrote (Antiquitates Judaicae 3.216–18): “for through the twelve stones that the high priest wore upon his breast stitched into the essen, God previously communicated victory to those about to go to war. For such a radiance flashed forth from them, though the army had not yet been roused, that it was recognizable to all the multitude that God was at hand to aid them, whence the Greeks who honor our customs, because they are in no way able to contradict them, call the essen an oracle.”

Conclusions

The Narses Cross presents fresh evidence for the decoration of liturgical crosses with garnet gemstones, a tradition well known from small personal crosses. Coincidentally this has been complemented by the recent discovery of two gemmed crosses in Anglo-Saxon England. The fact that the Narses Cross inscription can be approximately dated and related to other silver crosses in Syrian church hoards provides an indirect terminus post quem for the Staffordshire Hoard gold crosses.

The presence of large garnet cabochons on the Narses and Staffordshire Hoard crosses, made some two thousand miles apart, emphasizes the uniformity of Christian ecclesiastical culture across a wide geographical area. Evidence for the control exercised by the Byzantine state over precious metals is well known, and I have suggested elsewhere that the acquisition and redistribution of some of the best gems in the fifth and sixth centuries was in the hands of first the imperial court and second, workshops providing arms for the civil/military administration. This fresh evidence suggests that, as the functions of State and Church became increasingly intertwined, the latter also assumed a role at the higher end of the gem trade. From the late fifth and early sixth century onward, the evidence suggests that the best quality gemstones and materials were increasingly earmarked for the greater glory of God. Similarly, the attitudes toward easily obtainable garnet stones were conditioned by the writings of the Church Fathers whose tropes were repeated as truth in the exegeses written by educated clergy across the Christian world.

This short essay has explored several possible connotations of garnets mounted at the center of crosses: as jewels which glowed from within like a lamp, as symbols of the True Cross and by extension, Christ himself, and in some instances, perhaps as talismans of divine protection when carried into battle. It is likely that garnet gemstones were seen as imbued with powers that reflected the truth of God in accordance with Christian thinking. This, of course, does not exclude their appreciation as valuable and beautiful mineral specimens. Seen in the contexts presented here, the Narses Cross and other new finds restore some ancient perceptions of the fiery carbunculus.
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58 Flavius Josephus: Translation and Commentary, ed. S. Mason (Leiden, 2000). The text continues to say that the “essen . . . ceased to shine 200 years before I composed this work, since God was displeased at the violation of the laws.”
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